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There is constant reference given from the
Federation of “abundance” to handle the necessary
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any magical playmates going to get you covered
through such as NESARA—WE HAVE TO
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Ekkers have not wasted ten minutes of the last
years to get this program into service—nor shall
Hatonn—It is time to acknowledge another they rest on their oars NOW. BUT, it is also time
“receiver” with input to this “time” in sequence of to allow them, as well as you, to get some other
events. The receiver’s label is Sheldon Nidle about input/output WHICH MEANS A GREAT DEAL
which I have NO FURTHER OUTPUT, PLEASE. TO YOU SKY-WATCHERS (that is BEYOND
We are not in “receiver” business but are in the the games played on you-the-people).
business of giving information which impacts our
“We” would never dump such a massive load on
own project ongoing. It is time to recognize, in one receiver and have never even suggested as
a p p r o p r i a t e s e q u e n c e , o t h e r “ p l a y e r s ” a n d much—EVER. Dharma is “my” secretary and serves
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that does not give any other the right to snatch it.
WHY? Because in the legal limitations of human
experience—you must have a warm body to conduct
business and facilitate acceptable activities.
Example: If Norey Latona would go to use
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn as his label of ANY KIND
in a banking, business or otherwise human
environment—he will be STOPPED and cited for
fraud. It is quite simply in both concept and function.
It does not mean that “Hatonn” is not presenting
anywhere chosen or believed. But to others I would
never identify, for legal acceptance, my label except
to Doris if I wish to do BUSINESS.
This is my identification for these special
purposes—and my identification “in business” is also
utilizing HER thumbprint and signature. How else,
readers, do you PROTECT anything on Planet Earth
where both Evil and Fraud are more common than
justice and righteousness in Truth? Information can be
DISCERNED at random—business cannot!
Therefore we have structured the program to suit
(Continued on page 2)
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WHAT IS in the land of the living bodies.
This annoys so many of your walking and brainchallenged people as to be quite amusing if not
irksome.
However, anyone who can’t
UNDERSTAND this is surely missing a link with
reality, for enlightenment is not synonymous with
ascending of some kind. Enlightenment is a
development of emotion (mind) into REALITY and
recognition that “God” would do no less than meet
your needs APPROPRIATELY and CORRECTLY
and not play further games with WHAT IS against
what you are fed as lies and misinformation.
Doris says she does, yes, hear from God. This
is somehow placed into a category of “cult” class
nonsense. Who do you think she might talk to?
Who do the servants of the churches great and
small claim as their source? Do you think she
actually gets her information from President Bush?
Come now, readers, be sensible. She claims
NOTHING lesser nor greater than YOU.
Neither, I greatly suspect, does a “Sheldon
Nidle” who works in an entirely DIFFERENT
team for an entirely different reason of
presentation. GOD CREATOR IS “ONE” BUT
THE REST OF “US” ARE MANY!
I have asked for some recent writings from
Nidle and I am asking Dharma to retype them—for
her own information. We do not dwell on these
things for our mission here is simply too heavy.
But I would like for Mark to make a connection
with Nidle and see if he would like to have his
information run occasionally, or even regularly if
something worthy is sent through, in CONTACT.
We want you readers to have better input
from other resources but we simply could not
afford to do other than what we have done to
stay afloat. That continues until we can do
otherwise and THAT is not yet today.
Anyone working honestly and honorably will
ask for nothing more than the opportunity to
serve and THAT will always present.
Sheldon Nidle always marks his writings as
UPDATES and offers whatever he gets and that,
readers, is all any “receiver” CAN do—or fudge into
nothingness of blarney and personal recital.
Do the commanders we have shared over the
years have receivers and do the interesting
“masters” have audience? Of course, and they are
all over the globe—but they NEVER “steal” from
one another in false recognition as has been
developed here in our instance. There is an
assumption that somehow all is up for the taking
according to YOUR attitude. NO, IT IS NOT!
Moreover, your “takers” set us up at every turn
and opportunity—but they are being uncovered and
their nakedness is apparent for full display.
It is why, if Diane will simply demand a trial after
all these months of trying to coerce her through fear
and misery, she will not only prevail BUT UNCOVER
FURTHER THE NETWORK OF THIEVES AND
LIARS. So be it, for that is way of TRUTH.
Is doing this job hard? No, dealing with
Satan and his crew is the difficult part of the
journey and as we draw near bearing fruit the
assaults and the coy offers get more and more
incredible. MOREOVER, EVERY ONE OF
THEM PRESENT AS “SERVING GOD”. That,

however, is no business of ours. Yes, we can
give examples and shall with one offer to support
the most insipid evil you could conjure with even
signatures to belong to their “group” signed in
BLOOD. And no, it is NOT from some little
unknown ritualistic group—IT IS FROM THE
KNIGHTS OF MALTA.
I don’t want to do that now, however, I want
to share some Federation expected happenings
set for the not too distant future. Dharma
despises the word “imminent”, so I won’t use it
although Mr. Nidle does from time to time.
UPDATE—SHELDON NIDLE
[QUOTING Update by Sheldon Nidle for
the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic
Federation, for May 21, 2002 (10 Cib, 19
Moan, 10 Caban):]
[H: No I can’t translate meaning. It is
not my code or language.] [MM: It is
representative of a galactic calendar date
(day count) derived from the actual Mayan
calendar that’s been specifically modified for
accuracy. A more detailed explanation is
included at the conclusion of this update.]
Greetings! We arrive, dear Hearts! As a
number of momentous events build toward their
inevitable disclosure, let us continue a discussion of
our fleet and what lies ahead for you. At present,
our fleet is primarily engaged in two activities. The
first part involves the widespread, careful monitoring
of your planet and its peoples. The second
concerns the overseeing of certain events that will
be needed before we commence our long-awaited
first contact operations. [MM: Sheldan Nidle’s
New Book Selamat Ja! expounding on first
contact and other matters is available now by
calling 1-888-393-7622! Just $12.00 U.S. plus
Shipping & Handling.] We consider first contact,
inevitably, to be a three-stage procedure. The first
phase occurred when you undertook the final steps
of your Ascension/Transformation in the late 1980s.
The second began the present configuration of our
first contact mission, and was formerly authorized
by the Galactic Federation of Light’s Main Council
in the mid-1990s. The third stage started when we
entered into negotiations with our earthly allies and
this planet’s secret cabals in the latter part of the
galactic year of Eight Manic. These talks advanced
a number of important subjects dear to our hearts,
which include the ending of a global UFO cover-up.
The formal announcement of our benevolent
existence is of immeasurable importance to us. It
will end the official belief upon your world that we
do not exist and, at the same time, will permit a
wealth of useful technology, which your secret
governments have either developed or suppressed,
to be put into use. These devices will quickly
revolutionize your energy production and rapidly
advance your various methods of transportation.
Once they have been used, aircraft as you now
know them will disappear. You will move toward
“magnetic lifters”, as well as primitive craft that
resemble our own. The large electrical power
plants that now fuel your cities and industries will
disappear. In their place will be decentralized units
connected to every factory, building and home.
Such advances will be accompanied by a radical
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change in your present religious struggles. The
many great heavenly Masters who were
instrumental in creating these philosophies will
return, transforming conflict and division and
creating a new unity. This extraordinary process
will commence soon after the formal and public
announcement of our existence.
With the conclusion of these announcements,
we shall make our own. Several possible
scenarios are now being considered. The main
one is to begin flyovers above certain cities.
Included in these plans are television broadcasts,
originating from our scouts or from our large
Motherships. It is important that we show you
our technology and that you realize that we are
here only to observe and interact, according to
the direction of the Spiritual Hierarchy. The
extent of our initial contacts will be restricted by
the wishes of our heavenly supervisors. Another
crucial factor is the condition of Mother Earth.
Her Spiritual Hierarchy is ready, when necessary,
to request a mass intervention. The existence
of these options has allowed us to prepare
several different liaison teams, which will act with
the local and regional units that you will have
provided us. Remember, dear Ones, that you
remain the focal point in this entire procedure.
You, who have incarnated upon this realm, are our
primary concern. Thus, we ask you to join
together and form groups that are dedicated to
serve humanity and your beautiful, fragile home.
These groups will become a link between your
communities, you and us. Together, dear Hearts,
let us dedicate ourselves to communicate what is
taking place. Around your world, many important
events are about to be revealed. Once this occurs,
you must be ready to spring into action. You must
be prepared to become both an informant and a
support resource for your community. Events will
proceed quickly and sporadically. That is, divine
timing is responsible for these present occurrences.
Some events will need to remain secret while others
will require complete disclosure. Your task will be
to assist local residents in coping with whatever
transpires. Our task will be to aid you. Our liaison
teams resemble the medical teams we have
deployed to your world for more than a decade.
Their lead will be the decrees of the Spiritual
Hierarchy and the messages that we will deliver
to your world. Most important, the length of this
stage of our contact mission will depend upon the
timing for Mother Earth’s changes.
Changes in Mother Earth’s surface will be very
dramatic. Thus, it is crucial that you not be on her
surface when they occur. We regard your living
planet’s acute need to change as a turning point in
your interaction with us. We intend to limit this
association until it is time for us to move you either
to the ships, or a new habitat in Inner Earth. In
this regard, look upon these dwellings as if they
were surrounded by force fields, holographic
technology and a Loving resolve you have not yet
encountered. You may exist in an environment that
resembles your present one but that is both
independent of, and a living adjunct to, this world.
Consequently, it will be safe from any dangers
this world presents. Within this cocoon, you will
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transform into fully conscious Beings. Once you
have completed this process, you will be able to
begin your next assignment on this world as the
physical Angels that you truly are.
As physical Angels, you will create a unique
galactic society that will be a glorious blend of
all those that have preceded it. You will
transform the barbarity and discord of your
present world. We have foretold you these
things in many earlier messages. [H: And right
here the rest was cut off, so too shall we.]
[QUOTING information on the referenced
galactic calendar from PAO’s Website:]
Long ago, great timekeepers from the Arcturian
Dominion and the Pleiadean Star League gave our
planet a highly accurate galactic calendar to
synchronize the indigenous people of Mexico and
Central America with the unfolding of Creation.
To maintain an accurate day count through the
decades, tribal timekeepers studied the movement of
the stars using their sacred observatories.
Every 52 years, when the calendar became
inaccurate, the tribal timekeepers met to discuss
their corrected calculations and arrive at an
accurate day count. Through the centuries—due
to the cultural and religious dominance of the
Spanish Conquistadors—the tribal timekeepers
were forbidden, under penalty of death, to keep
the accuracy of these sacred counts. As a result,
the calendar usage was greatly reduced to a
partially accurate oral tradition. Today, over 21
different calendars exist, each with its own
intrepretation of the “accurate” day count.
In recent years, the galactic timekeepers from the
Arcturian Dominion and the Pleiadean Star League
have returned to give a corrected day count and a
means by which to interpret their work. That
knowledge is reflected in this galactic calendar.
Through the traditional Mayan elements contained in
this calendar, you will more clearly understand the
concept of galactic time. By using this calendar, you
can choose to flow with the rhythm of the galaxy,
the solar system, and the planet. (Gregorian dates
are also included for easy reference.)
The Galactic Year of 11 IK begins on July 26th
when the star Sirius greets Lord Sun at dawn
(above the Mayan pyramid of Chichen Itza, and above
Maui’s volcano, Mount Haleakala). This annual event
honors the memory of the ancient civilization of
Lemuria and its coming rebirth in your civilization.
Such an event is an important sign to anyone who can
see the cosmic rhythm of the galactic year.
Experience galactic time. Align with the
movement in the galaxy. Feel the pulse of the
solar system and especially the rhythm of
Mother Earth. Ride the wave of time and go
with the flow of its purpose. Have fun with it!
Your purchase helps to fund the Planetary
Activation Organization’s mission: to encourage
Earth stewardship, to forge a global web of Light,
and to shift our planet into full consciousness.
The Planetary Activation Organization (PAO)
is now ready to take your orders for the
Galactic Calendar of the Year 11 IK (July 26,
2002 - July 25, 2003). Tap Into Your Galactic Energy!
Order Today! Call 1-888-393-7622 toll free.
[END OF QUOTING]

[QUOTING Update by Sheldon Nidle for the
Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation,
June 4, 2002 (11 Oc, 13 Pax, 10 Caban):]
Selamat Jarin!
We bring you more
interesting facts and welcome information. As
you are aware, many astounding things are
happening. Your major governments are in the
midst of a great internal conflict that soon will
result in the rise of new regimes in many areas
of your globe. A new financial system also will
be born that will bring widespread abundance to
your realm. We ask you simply, dear Hearts, to
remain patient, committed and focused upon your
inevitable victory over tyranny. The cabal that
long has ruled your world is teetering and its last
futile efforts to clutch at power will fail.
Moreover, announcements concerning our existence
are soon to appear in your media. This pleases us
immensely. The vast fleet surrounding your world
awaits this moment to appear before you. As
always, this process is subject to divine timing.
We know that it has reached the point when the
events that we have foretold will truly happen.
The moment for the great shift in your
consciousness draws nearer, as well.
Those who are completing the struggle for power
within your various major governments are aware of
the truth of these facts. Our earthly allies have fought
a highly courageous and exceedingly lengthy conflict
with the cabal that has ruled your realm since the last
years of WW II. This group has been able to set in
place an agenda that was not thwarted until recently.
Even now, aspects of these agendas are wrecking
havoc upon your global society. They are about to be
stopped. At this very moment, the new financial,
economic and political parts of your forthcoming
transitional realm are being decided. Although it has
taken longer for us to complete these tasks than we
had at first jointly calculated, these events will come
to pass quite soon. Know simply that your world is
changing. We have labored together to ensure that
those who are striving to establish a dark and limited
world will not succeed. We commend all of the brave
souls who are working diligently to guarantee that
those who wish to enslave you are destined, inevitably,
to fail. They can also turn to our good offices for help.
We in the Galactic Federation of Light have sent
our various liaison teams to assure that those
agreements, so eagerly signed with us, are carried out
according to plan. We are most grateful for the
assistance of certain European, African, Latin
American and Asian governments. In addition, many
major financial and military elements with these
governments have strongly supported us, permitting a
number of international legal decisions to be made
during the past year. Although these remain covert,
their effect on the present balance of power had
been considerable. Given what already has taken
place, we are confident that the necessary positive
actions are being taken. The present phony war on
terrorism is merely a smokescreen for this cabal.
It knows that its days are numbered and that its
collapse is imminent. Furthermore, be assured that
its attempts to destroy your liberties are
unacceptable. Once again, we warn this cabal that
martial law is not an option. Such action will lead
only to our prompt arrival on your shores.
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This brings us to the matter of first contact.
First contact, officially, is imminent. This means
that we are busy preparing our fleet for its various
first open appearances in your skies. These
sightings will be your first notice that we are here.
Another concerns the numerous broadcasts we
intend to produce in the coming days. As noted
earlier, our first reporters will be liaisons chosen
from several primarily human off-world galactic
societies. These individuals have been prepared
to give a detailed true history of your world and
of this first contact mission. In addition, we
intend to land in a number of designated spots.
Throughout Latin America, in the past decade,
we have prepared for this mission. We have
discovered some of your lingering fears and also
witnessed your great Love. Out of this, we have
formed a special team designed to reveal your
coming future to you in the most familiar way.
This operation will end, once and for all, the
cover-up of our existence. It will show our
benevolence and open you to galactic citizenship.
Our purpose is simply to continue to act as
guides and teachers for your coming transitional
period. This period will last for a short time, or no
longer than 16 months. Mother Earth and her
Spiritual Hierarchy will determine its exact length.
We must repeat that the reality that surrounds you
is becoming very fragile. Time continues to
accelerate. Your scientists have noted many
disparities in time that remain largely unknown to
the general public. Earth’s atmosphere and her
tectonic plates are near collapse, creating
circumstances that can lead to massive earthquakes,
tsunami, sinister storms and bizarre weather
patterns. Our scientists are closely monitoring
these conditions and are allowing Mother Earth
to alleviate her great internal pressures as little
as possible. However, your planet’s increasingly
delicate condition means that the final interval,
during which your global society will dwell upon
her surface, will not last long.
Our fleet has increased its number of subterranean
bases. We are carefully monitoring the conditions of
your ailing planet. Remember, dear Hearts, that your
world needs to be a fitting residence, once your full
consciousness has been restored. This means that a
new reality will be fashioned and will finally manifest
before you. In many previous messages, we have
discussed that new reality and how it is silently
forming around you. You lack only the collective
consensus to see it. Thus, for the moment, it
remains hidden from you. In addition, your science
is coming to realize that the universe is alive and
composed of many unique and closely connected parts.
It is crucial to transcend the concepts of quantum
physics and learn more about the wonders of
consciousness. In consciousness are found the keys
that will unlock the true secrets of this divine Creation.
Now, we are taking the final few steps before our
arrival. You play a major role in this operation. Your
task is to continue to hold the energies for change, and
to support in your hearts the transition that is occurring
in your governments. It will change your views of
yourselves and of the world. It will transform the
operation of your technology and reveal exactly what
your secret governments have hidden from you for so long.
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It will force you to examine philosophies that have
governed your life and realize Truths that long have
been hidden from you. It will shock, enrage and
dismay you. We ask you to remain positive and in a
state of divine grace. Those in power have merely acted
out of the self-interest and arrogance that they have
learned from their former overlords—the Annunaki.
Beneath, they are as fragile and as human as you.
The cabal that now controls you is very much in
fear. The world that they intended to create is
crashing down upon them. Even the great event of last
September, which they had meant to use to keep them
in power, is beginning to unravel.
These
circumstances, and the intense pressure being
surreptitiously applied by cabals who previously were
their allies in Europe, Asia and the Americas, greatly
trouble them. Thus, realizing that they are alone, some
of them wish to pursue a type of “scorched earth”
policy. This has resulted in a number of moves that
have greatly exacerbated conflicts in areas such as the
Middle East and in South Asia. Our earthly allies and
our liaisons have worked, often heroically, to minimize
any serious expansion of these conflicts. These
actions, also, are doomed to failure. Remember,
always, that together, we shall be victorious!
Today, we have talked about some of the factors
that are forming your approaching new reality. Be
ever aware that you are a free and sovereign Being.
At present, you are passing through the final chaos
that usually engulfs those who watch as one reality
makes way for another. This process will lead you to
a marvelous destiny and your return to full
consciousness. It will also result in a reunion with your
spiritual and space families. We now take our leave.
Blessings, dear Hearts! Know, deep in your heart of
hearts, that Heaven’s countless Abundance and
Prosperity is indeed yours! Amen. Selamat Gajun!
Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! Be in Joy!)
[H: And, Salamat Mabuhay (Filipino for
greetings and thank you).]
[END OF QUOTING]
[QUOTING Update by Sheldan Nidle for the
Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation,
June 11, 2002 (5 Caban, O Kayab, 10 Caban):]
[H: Ask Mr. Nidle, not me, please.]
Selamat Jarin! We arrive, dear Ones, with more
information about your coming first contact with us.
Your galactic family watches lovingly as you grow
more aware, each day, of who you are. This process
has brought us to a point at which some truly
wonderful events can finally manifest. Above you sits
an enormous fleet of ships from every part of this
galaxy. This fleet has been divided into two main
aspects. First, there are the ships from many different
human galactic societies. These are the Beings who
initially will welcome you into the Galactic Federation
of Light. The remaining ships belong to other sentient
Beings who will greet you somewhat later. We are
fully aware of how long you have been isolated from
us and of how fearful and anxious you must be.
Thus, we have established procedures that will
enable us to land quickly, once we receive
divine permission. This brings us to a description
of the main first contact scenarios. They are
designed to operate with or without the full
cooperation of your major governments. We have,
however, worked hard to obtain that cooperation.

Right now, there exists a three-fold program for
contact. The first part has been to communicate,
and then negotiate, with your governments and our
earthly allies. This part of the procedure has
exposed us to varied political nuances and to the
power struggles of those who rule you. These
negotiations are carried out under the direct
supervision of your Ascended Masters. On
previous occasions, these Beings of Light have
formulated ways in which your world could be
dramatically altered. This is a time in your history
when those most closely allied with Spirit can join
us in implementing these programs. Technology,
financial and spiritual resources are now the major
determinants of change in your world. Those who
secretly rule you have fragmented these elements.
Our present course lies in unifying these elements
in such a way that Heaven’s Divine Plan can be
revealed. This has led us to enter into a number of
key agreements with our dearest earthly allies. Our
overriding purpose is to shape a new government
that serves your sovereignty and your freedom. Its
ultimate authority will be your Ascended Masters.
The second part, to assist your local Spiritual
Hierarchy with your transformation, has resulted in the
formation of our Galactic Federation medical teams.
Using this data, we have also compiled a dossier on
each one of you. Our database clearly shows the
acceleration in your changes and how well this
massive integration is having its desired effect on you.
An interesting side effect of this research is the way
Mother Earth has timed her alterations to your own.
A final consideration is the manner in which the Sun
has allowed her changes to mirror yours. Such
symbiosis is proof of how truly related you are to the
environment that surrounds you. You are, in fact, its
mighty co-creators, which means that your reality
changes only as fast as you are divinely pushed
forward by your Heavenly Hosts. We have witnessed
how lovingly you are ‘pushed’. A special timetable is
in operation, however, that indicates that you will
complete this project very soon. Thus, we know that
the moment for first contact is approaching. This
knowledge has enabled us to organize a new
type of medical team that will reveal itself to
you when our existence is formally announced.
The new medical teams are set up to assist you,
and to explain the changes that you are experiencing.
Your physical bodies are transforming most
dramatically. Most of you have not heard, or been
given the opportunity to learn directly, about these
alterations. Our technology can display these changes
and show you your progress. As always, our medical
teams merely complement our earthly and heavenly
counterparts. Our goal is to give you a better
understanding of how these procedures are carried out
and how you can alleviate the situation within, on and
around your physical body. We also wish to explain
several new techniques that can increase your
awareness of the magnitude of events that surround
you and your reality. In this way, you can better
appreciate how Heaven is transforming you and the
operation of your reality. With that information,
you will discover better ways to interface with
the technology that we intend to give you.
The third part is to prepare your reality for its
move into full consciousness. This means that we
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need to stabilize your environment and prevent
incidents that could lead you back into the dark
delusions that long have run your world. This
procedure has put us at odds with the remaining dark
cabal, which wishes to enforce its oppressive agenda.
This group has been able to create a number of
potential incidents. They, in turn, could have
triggered others that would have escalated the
turmoil needed by the cabals to manifest their evil
agendas. As a result, we implemented a counterstrategy that has been in affect for nearly 14
galactic months. In this way, we have greatly
contained the actions of this cabal. We have
shown them that this activity has its limits and
cannot result in the outcome they desire. Our aim,
also, is to put our earthly allies in a position to bring
to an end the source of this obstinate cabal’s power.
Yet another part of this proceeding concerns the
arrival of a new financial system of abundance to your
world. Our plans are based upon those initially begun
centuries ago by your Ascended Masters. For them
to be carried out required the major European and
Asian powers to realize that a new financial system
was necessary to bring greater power to themselves
and their progeny. Within these structures were
planted the seeds for a new reality, which was
scheduled to germinate in this present decade. Now,
a number of events are occurring that will bring about
the pressures needed to manifest this new system.
We are encouraged by the way this process is
unfolding. Presently, a grand crescendo of forces is
encroaching upon this cabal to make possible the
necessary changes. With this act, one of our final
obstacles will have been transformed.
To us, first contact is inevitable. It is part of the
great integration that you are in the process of
accomplishing. First contact means that you are
ending your separation from Spirit and acknowledging
that you are not alone. It means that you are
expanding your present perception of physicality and
returning your global society to the purpose that it lost
just before the fiery death of Atlantis. You are
accepting your divine responsibilities and, through this,
you are allowing a new, fully conscious reality to be
born. Our part is to act as the divine intruder and
catalyst for what lies ahead. In doing so, we are
guiding you into a reality that is your natural state of
being. You are physical Angels, dear Hearts,
preparing once again to spread your mighty wings and
joyfully help physicality to achieve its divine purpose.
We solemnly renew our pledge to carry this divine
intervention to its inevitable and successful conclusion.
Our allies on your world appreciate this, and are aware
of the incalculable depth of our sincerity. Our fleet has
arrived to carry out a task that, for us, has become a
passion. We fully understand Heaven’s dedication to
the divine completion of this mission. We also know
that the components that will be needed to complete
this assignment are taking shape upon your world.
This process has led us to the conclusion that first
contact is truly near. Thus, we have increased our
efforts to assist our earthly allies and ensure their
triumph. We have instructed our liaisons to
apply the requisite pressure to all elements of
your world that can activate this first contact.
We are resolved to celebrate our shared reunion.
Remember that, together, we shall be victorious!
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In this message, we have discussed our strategy
for first contact and our commitment to its success.
We call upon you to remain committed, focused and
prepared to assist us in this divine and glorious
undertaking. Our success, dear Ones, grows close.
With the time available, let us bring together groups and
do whatever is necessary to create your wondrous
new reality. We now take our leave. Blessings!
Know in your heart of hearts that the unbounded
Prosperity and Abundance of Heaven is yours!
Amen. Selamat Gajun! Selamat Ja!
[Quoting Update by Sheldan Nidle for the
Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation,
June 18, 2002 (12 Kan, 7 Kayab, 10 Caban):]
Greetings! We arrive with more to tell you. In
this message, we will continue the review of our
fleet and of our preparations for the approaching
completion of our first contact mission. As we have
mentioned many times before, first contact is the
event that most singularly acts as the line that
separates the last 13 millennia of your life on Earth
from your glorious future. Thus, we understand the
vast implications of what we are about to
accomplish together. To this end, we have
encouraged our personnel to carry out the orders of
Heavens as painstakingly as possible. This
continuing command has led our forces to intervene
directly in your affairs only to the extent they are
allowed. In doing so, we have never killed or
physically interfered with those on your world who
opposed these decrees. Instead, we have left such
degrees of interference to Heaven’s more than
capable hands. Our purpose is merely to serve, and
not give you reason to think that we are less than
we appear to be—benevolent Beings of Light.
This concept stands at the very core of the
protocols followed by this first contact mission.
A major point of misinformation is the extent to
which we are portrayed, in your press, television and
cinema, as malevolent torturers who abduct great
numbers of your populace at will or as alien
conquerors bent on overtaking your world. Both of
these concepts are patently false. The oft-heard rumors
concerning an off-world takeover and the current
‘abductions’ originate with your world’s secret
governments, to instill fear and distrust and simply to
control your opinions of us. This propaganda has
severely restricted many of our actions and has forced
us to substantially increase the levels of secrecy we
use in contacts with your governments and our earthly
allies. Carried out too openly, these communications
could be dismissed as part of the ‘world takeover’
storylines that they have planted so cleverly in your
movies, television, books and magazine articles over
the past five decades. What these writings do not tell
you is how your secret government has manipulated its
covert contacts with us. Nor has the technology that
we have given them ever been revealed.
Until the middle of your last decade, two groups
of off-worlders existed upon your world. We, the first
group, were limited by Heaven and by the dictates of
our main ruling body. The second group was a dark
alliance that made a series of special pacts with your
true secret rulers, the Anunnaki, permitting them to
interfere with the Anunnaki’s earthly minions. These
acts resulted in technologies that, in some cases, may
still sound to you like science fiction—advanced

magnetic propulsions, solid-state electronics, drugs for
mind control, ‘free energy’ generators, cloning, time
travel, and so on. To allow your secret government to
carry out a future planned direct takeover of your
world, a blueprint was drawn up using these then-dark
off-worlders to scan your world’s population. The
results of these studies were intrinsic to your dark
lords’ plan. The final stage, directed by your secret
governments, was to be an invasion from outer space
that initially would enrage the populace and later allow
your governments to declare worldwide martial law.
The last phase of this scenario—a planned offworld invasion—was attempted many times over the
past two decades. In each case, it failed abysmally, as
a result of our direct interference under the close
supervision of Heaven. Moreover, the fear promoted
by your secret governments, involving bizarre
abductions, animal and human mutilations and other
related phenomena, is based upon technologies they
received from their former off-world allies. In the
middle of the last decade, an agreement was reached,
ending problems with the star-nations and galactic
empires that have bitterly opposed us in this galaxy.
The crux of this treaty of peace involves Mother Earth.
Your heartening progress toward the Light and the
fulfillment of your magnificent destiny have made all
of this possible. The result has been the Treaty of
Anchara, which ends the possibility that your dark
rulers’ evil agenda ever could succeed.
In the years since this treaty was signed, your
secret government endeavored to implement its
agenda but has encountered the opposition of
Heaven and of several earthly allies, as well as our
own. This grand coalition has been able to obtain
victories that have moved us ever closer to first
contact. However, the most obstinate of these
covert ‘overlord’ groups has taken control of one of
your major governments and used its acquired
resources to temporarily delay our inevitable
success. This one group controls a major cache of
secret weaponry and technology. It also contrived
a scheme that resulted in an unspeakable disaster
and traumatized many on your world. The degree of
fear possessed by this one cabal is unimaginable. It
fears that full disclosure of its actions will result in
its utter destruction. That fear has caused them,
time and again, to renege on their agreements. It
also has created the need to limit them.
Our strategy is to fulfill Heaven’s plan and
encourage the success of our earthly allies. It has
caused us to watch closely the actions of this one
cabal. Our first step is to limit its governmental
terrorism, which has included biological and nuclear
weaponry, against its own people. We have
neutralized their various efforts to carry out this
horrible deed. Further, they have revived the concept
of a staged invasion, which our forces are also
monitoring. We have the technology to neutralize
any vehicles or holographic devices that they may
employ. We also are observing their use of time
travel and teleportation technologies. No ploy will be
permitted that allows them to expand the ‘beach
head’ that Heaven already has given them. It
was granted only to expose their vile intentions
and to limit their effects on your destiny.
A major concern of your secret government is
the large planet-like vehicle that is now headed
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toward you. This vehicle’s purpose is not to destroy
your world, but is simply a heavenly sign to this
cabal that its time in power is very limited. This
celestial object’s purpose is not to create a vast
catastrophe of epic proportions. It will not give rise
to an enormous worldwide flood or cause massive
casualties. It is a divine weapon that demonstrates
their need to surrender and to allow grand abundance
and a new reality to manifest upon your world. We are
benevolent and do not wish to seriously endanger that
which we desire for you. Soon, however, we will do
what we must to remove this obstacle from our path.
Until that moment of heavenly consent, we will permit
our earthly allies their right to be heard.
This moment in your history is a time of
transformation. Remember, dear Hearts, that you
are witnessing the final stages of a vast and chaotic
state of being. Never lose sight of what is actually
unfolding. Your world has a destiny that is being
watched over by Heaven. Your potential will be
realized. Do not be discouraged by what you may
believe to be real or celebrate prematurely what is
not. We ask you to simply remain focused and fully
committed to your victory. That victory will demand
constant vigilance. Let your heart be aware of
what is truly taking place. Use your inner
‘knowing’ to judge what is before you.
Understand that the next steps in your journey are
based upon that inner ‘knowing’. Heaven bestows
this upon you for a purpose—to help you navigate
successfully the route that lies ahead. Use it
carefully and do not let your head lead you astray.
Today, we have discussed what is unfolding and
how to examine it intelligently. Do not let rumor or
misinformation lead you around like lost sheep. Be
prudent and wise. Look within and discover, there, the
Truth. We are here simply to guide and help you to
reach Heaven’s goal—your return to full
consciousness. We now take our leave. Blessings!
Know deeply that the infinite Abundance and
Prosperity of Heaven is indeed yours! Amen. Selamat
Gajun! Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! Be in Joy!)
[QUOTING Update by Sheldan Nidle for the
Spiritual Hierarchy and the Galactic Federation,
June 25, 2002 (6 Batz, 14 Kayab, 10 Caban):]
Selamat Jarin! We arrive with more to tell you.
Many of you may wonder how we have set up our
various fleets in your solar system. You may also
have asked yourselves how each fleet’s functions
interrelate. To begin with, our fleets are positioned
in three rings. The first ring surrounds Mother Earth
and her artificial companion, your Moon. This fleet
contains over one million ships, most of which are
small, unarmed scout and transport vehicles. Their
task is to observe you and your world, to oversee
fleet operations and to transport certain types of
supplies that cannot be teleported to our bases.
Our bases, located beneath all of your continents,
oceans and seas, are linked to a vast array of
crystal cities and communities that comprise
Inner Earth. Yet another group of bases is to be
found on your Moon, which contains a huge
network of command and research facilities.
These stations provide the means for us to
monitor your secret government’s collection of
space, time and inter-dimensional weaponry.
They pose no potential threat to us.
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Surrounding this first, or inner ring are several
spokes that consist of a number of special liaison and
defense fleets. Their purpose is, first, to supervise and,
then, to take effective countermeasures whenever
necessary. Our purpose is to refuse your secret
government continued use of any weaponry that may
pose a threat to our earthly allies. We have set up
interplanetary ‘stations’ to close any inter-dimensional
star-gates and to carefully monitor any artificially
created distortions in time’s natural waves. Here, bear
in mind that physicality is actually an illusion created
by its inhabitants’ collective core belief and the
dictates of the divine plan. In this, natural patterns
occur in the way Time and Light coalesce to form
‘space’—the stuff that produces realities. Dark,
limited-conscious societies have used these natural
patterns to construct fearsome weapons that alter
realities, mutate dimensions and warp or constrict the
flow of time. Your secret government has co-opted the
work of many of your inventors and scientists, and
merged it with a number of off-world technologies.
Other secret government technologies are capable
of altering your physical, mental and emotional bodies.
Their vile purpose is to bring about the eventual control
of your minds. Then, they can complete the genetic
alterations left undone by the fall of Atlantis some 13
millennia ago. Our mission is to neutralize and prevent
any large-scale adoptions of these technologies. Every
day, Heaven is working to finish, on schedule, the long
process that will return you to full consciousness.
Once again, we put on warning those in your secret
government who continue to harbor the belief that they
can hinder this sacred operation. We WILL NOT
tolerate such attempts. Accordingly, we have
established a full team of scientists and corresponding
liaisons who are on the lookout for these programs and
are then limiting their effectiveness. Properly applied,
these technologies can substantially assist what Heaven
is creating. Dear Friends, we most sincerely welcome
a full disclosure of the covert acts, committed
during most of Earth’s last two centuries, that have
hindered your return to full consciousness.
The second ring of fleet components is
headquartered on Mars. These support groups consist
mainly of sentient Beings who are not human in form.
Many of them will be introduced to you soon after the
beginning of first contact. Others will wait until you are
restored to full consciousness. Within this second series
of fleets are included some small, planetoid-sized
Motherships, whose purpose is to augment the
research and observations being done by the innermost
ring of ships. They also have a number of tasks
involving the weaponry and technology that, in the
course of the past decades, has been given to your
secret government. Most of this technology was
supplied by the off-world star-nations, star leagues and
star empires whose ships are to be found here.
On Mars, a network of underground and surface
bases acts as the ‘control and command’ segment of
this exceedingly diverse fleet. These Galactic
Federation personnel are also busily preparing
Mother Mars for your arrival en masse, after your
journey to full consciousness is completed.
Between the second and third rings are a large
number of special, planet-sized command ships from
our Science and Exploration (S&E) fleets. They will
serve as the main command ships for this first contact

mission. Standard procedure is to cloak these ships and
keep them away from the prying eye of your many
space telescopes. Their aim, essentially, is to find us.
From time to time, we very briefly uncloak some of
these Motherships in order to show your secret
government that we are still here and do not intend to
go away. We know that infrequent sightings of these
ships by your astronomers go unreported. They fear
reprisal, either by their peers or by those who give them
their grants. Your secret government fears these ships the
most because they fully realize the capability of such a
fleet and the insignificance of any response they could
mount. Here, we repeat that we are benevolent and
operating under the full supervision of Heaven.
The outermost ring of our vast fleet is, by far, the
largest. It contains millions of immensely varied ships,
ranging from Motherships the size of large ocean liners
to those nearly the size of Neptune or Uranus. These
Motherships are simply our final back-up, serving as
components that will enter the second ring only when
necessary. They proclaim to all potential adversaries
that Mother Earth and your solar system are clearly
experiencing a transformation that no Being, corporeal
or non-corporeal in form, can prevent. Within this ring
are the main transport stations that lead back to our
vast profusion of home-worlds. Here, as well, are to
be found the traffic coordinators for this immense fleet
of ships. They serve to move all ships between these
rings and back into interstellar or intergalactic space.
Our fleet is divided into two components, as well.
The first, and the smaller, has a very long duty cycle
that includes our main command personnel, as well as
our many medical and planetary teams. The second
group, which is deliberately more temporary, consists
of member fleets of the Galactic Federation of Light
that dearly wish to be part of the most significant
event in recent galactic history. We deeply understand
that the need to watch over you is one of our greatest
challenges, yet also one of our greatest joys. Every
medical and planetary team is fully aware of what
Mother Earth and you are undergoing. We have
carefully observed and, when Heaven allows, have
intervened. Every action of our fleet arises from
events occurring on your world. Our entire team
awaits first contact and what it means—the starting
point for the next great step in our galaxy’s history.
Our first contact command team, which contains
all of our liaison boards and fleet commanders, is in
charge of this immense fleet. There is also a special
segment that comprises your local Spiritual Hierarchy.
Remember, dear Friends, that our purpose for coming
here is divine. Heaven summoned us and we came.
To control such vast, diverse fleets is highly unusual in
a first contact operation. Normally, a single S&E fleet
accomplishes this mission in very short order. This
mission, however, is unique and of vital significance. It
has drawn immense attention and lasted much longer than
usual. We have found room for such a wide diversity of
ships and yet remained capable of fulfilling this mission.
Be confident, dear Friends, that this mission will be
achieved and that first contact draws nearer every day.
Today, we have briefly reviewed how we have
amassed our first contact fleets. They are poised and
ready to complete first contact. This mission is
operating according to the divine right order and timing
of Heaven. Therefore, we ask you to remain focused
and committed to your inevitable success. Know, dear
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Friends, that soon we shall meet and at last be able to
celebrate all that it implies. We now take our leave.
Blessings! Know, dear Ones, in your heart of
hearts, that Heaven’s boundless Abundance and
Prosperity is truly yours! Amen. Selamat Gajun!
Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! Be in Joy!)
Planetary Activation Organization
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 880151, Pukalani,
Maui, HI 96788-0151 U.S.A.
Voicemail: (808) 243-0728
Fax: (808) 573-0728
Email: pao@hawaii.rr.com
Website address: www.paoweb.com
[END OF QUOTING]
And thank you for several things—some of which
are yet to be accomplished, please. We are asking to
share this with YOU so that yes, you can have input
from other resources. However, I ask you please: Let
this unfold in its own proper sequence.
We DO NOT speak for Mr. Nidle and if he is like
we, he can only repeat over and over again what he is
given and writes. To pump for more and more and more
is quite devastating to valid receivers, for they can’t give
you more without interpreting FOR THEIR SPEAKERS.
Along this same line, Dharma cannot give you
more on the topic and I WON’T. This team is
working around the clock and I ask that not one more
straw be added to their load during this exceptionally
critical time here in our segment of this ultimate
mission. Mark will be very capable of handling direct
visitation and I won’t further comment anyway. LET
US PLEASE NOT KILL OUR MESSENGERS, FOR
THE ADVERSARY IS WORKING AROUND THE
CLOCK TO SAVE HIS OWN ASSETS AND
THEREFORE EVERYONE PAYS DEARLY FOR
SERVICE. ALL OF YOU SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN IT WOULD BE THIS WAY AND
FOUND OUT, MANY OF YOU, THAT IT WAS
IMPOSSIBLE FOR “YOU” TO REMAIN IN
SERVICE OF LIGHTED CHANGE. THIS IS FINE
BUT IT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO HELP THE
ADVERSARIES FURTHER BASH AND TRASH
THESE WILLING HANDS WHO SERVE,
WHETHER IT BE IN SOUTH AFRICA, NEW
ZEALAND, HAWAII OR MANILA. PLEASE,
THEREFOR, DON’T PRESS OUR MESSENGERS
AND RECEIVERS FOR EVER MORE AND
MORE—THEY OFFER ALL THEY ARE GIVEN!
Salu, and may you find WITHIN that realization
of great and wondrous things ahead. Know,
however, that proper bridges had to and yet must be
built and a proper sequence of progression made.
We are happy to share anything we have but would
never assume to dump any of our load onto,
example: Mr. Nidle. He receives what he needs
and we have what we need and ours is not just in
“information” sharing, so we beg tolerance.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn—[I too serve that
Federation Council in a rather prominent
capacity, so I respect every other’s task and I
will not cross into another’s authority.
Please understand this or we shall withdraw
and continue in our job. You must understand
that we each must walk our own path and do our
own accepted task to bring conclusions of
positive aspect to the goals assigned.]
dharma
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GOD Will PREVAIL In
Goodness And Balance
(PART 3)
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #13 (1990)
CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
WED., MAR. 7, 1990 7:15 A.M. YEAR 3 DAY 203
PERSPECTIVE: FACE IT!
Hatonn in Radiance, Dharma. We will take
one step at a time, chela—one step at a time.
This first portion is personal for this date but it
needs to be shared with all receivers of these
Journals and Express literature.
We plead “human overload” and petition for
“patience” as we sort how best to be able to
respond in a timely manner to ALL, for we
cherish ALL and will respond to ALL!
George, with the next mailings, please enclose a
simple check-off form with room for suggestions, please.
Let us ask the recipients how best we can be of more
service in an orderly manner. And, herein, let me
respond to one or two petitions to which I shall more
extensively respond a bit later on a personal basis.
We invite correspondence, for so many of the
more pertinent queries are covered and they are
usually inclusive of information that all are asking in
one way or another. Would you please designate if a
separate small Journal on a regular basis containing
“correspondence” material, would be desired? Some
of the material will be placed in the Journals
themselves and/or bits and pieces in the Express but
we are inundated and Dharma has only 24 hours per
day and therefore, human restrictions apply. Perhaps
if I outline our problems as they currently exist, it
would help you dear ones to understand.
Request after request comes forth for the material
to be put to audiotape. We realize that it would be
most advantageous, for many ones have vision
problems and messages can now easily be listened to
during other activities—worse, a poll was done in the
U.S. within the month showing that well above 60%
of the people in the U.S. do not read books.
Still worse, the educational system is out to deprive
your population of basic abilities such as the ability
to read, write and handle mathematics.
We can only beg indulgence with the taping, for
we simply have no time at present and ones who
have volunteered to assist have no means of support
and must, therefore, be paid for the service.

Further, to produce the sets of tapes is financially out
of the question until such time as the publication
expenses are balanced. It would help greatly to have
a response from you ones in that we might consider
the best and most expedient route to take. It has
simply come to the point where we must have
feedback regarding your desires. Great appreciation
to C.M. of Brasstown, N.C. and I shall make a
personal response a bit later. I accept your intent and
we are most grateful indeed but we are forced by
circumstances to take one step at a time. These dear
ones are being threatened daily with lawsuits and
business problems and we must place our thrust where
it can reach the most persons. We will also need
translators into other languages as early-on as
possible. These ones are not interested in “doing it all”
but rather, there is no further funding available in this
location for these services. So be it, for all shall come
forth in its time. In behalf of my “team” on this side,
I humbly thank you for your willing offers. As it can
be afforded there must be a press and readers—all
the component personnel to further the Word in every
manner—in the interim, we shall do that which we can
and ask that you ones share statistics which will
allow us to serve in the best manner possible. I
bless you for your unselfish considerations.
In the clash of events and denouncements of
ones who had originally been receivers, some of our
most beloved contacts have been too filled with
fear to continue. So be it. Blessings unto them and
we thank them for their services unto this point.
It is terrifying when not only the CIA and
government—but the religious community and
now, the Satanists threaten and badger.
For over three years now, Dharma and Oberli
have devoted 100% of their time and all assets unto
this mission while struggling against all odds to simply
remain in their dwelling. The formatter of the writings
has given every cent he has and/or will have along
with 100% of his time to this information dispersion.
We have one young lady, Elizabeth, who has
given 100% of her time but now must take
outside employment, for her reserves have been
exhausted. We have another two who have
assisted greatly in any manner of service within
their ability to share as well as family members
who have basically supported these parents.
The publisher has found this to be greater than he
and his wife’s ability to cover the load, for the two of
them handle publication, as well as distribution, from
the central source while expending thousands upon
thousands of dollars in publishing expenses. Thus far,
brethren, there has been not one cent from this
information which has not been turned right back into
the very printing and disbursement expenses. Those
ones who taunt and shout “riches” are foolish indeed.
Further, Foundations are being established to allocate
monies into research projects to perfect apparatus for
specific purposes. Please be gentle when ye hear of
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them being denounced and battered. KNOW those
are the responses of our enemies who know of the
truth of these documents; and be patient with our
inability to respond instantly to your requests and input.
We shall effort to not allow more than a week to pass
without personal response. Blessings unto you who
are so willing to assist and, as we move along, ye shall
begin to see of thy place within the plan, for we shall
need ones from every walk of life, including the retired
who wish security and service—age is only an asset
of knowledge and your children are begging for a
return to knowledge and “how to”. Your children
cannot survive with the information being given unto
them—they cannot cook of their food without
microwaves and they vegetate in front of a TV which
gives them poison. Ah, even an infirm body does not
hamper the mind—the mind only grows insufficient
because it has nothing upon which to feed in thy old
ages, for the body wearies of the journey of
nothingness. However, income must be built into the
system so that all can survive, hopefully in comfort and
fulfillment of needs, for there will ultimately be no help
from a government in collapse and turmoil.
Therefore, we must build a foundation of business
whereby income can be garnered or barter established.
It becomes more difficult because your reserve food
supplies have been emptied and given unto your
enemies—your silos are all but empty. To some of
your questions as to what to do and how to manage—
there will be no answers. We are not magicians
nor mystics—there simply will be no wondrous
answers but we will do all we can to inform you as
to the probabilities of the best route to take as we
discern it. We can do no more, beloved ones, and
remember, you must ask for our input—for God nor
the Universal Laws allow intervention or force.
SEEMS HOPELESS?
It would appear, therefore, that God has the lesser
stick, for Satan seems to have it all. Well, he cannot
use force either—he works directly through humans
and plays to the earthly greed, terror and all manner
of physical desires. God allows, for man must turn
unto God and come again into righteousness lest he
perish in the void of evil thrusts. We can only show
you the way and allow you to see the destruction
already upon you and where it is headed if it is not
stopped. The probability of stopping the evil marchers
upon your placement short of disasterous consequences
is slim to minus. That does not mean that God and his
Truth shall not prevail—GOD WILL PREVAIL IN
GOODNESS AND BALANCE, FOR THE
DRAGON SERPENT SHALL ULTIMATELY
CONSUME OF ITSELF—YOUR PORTION IS TO
ALLOW THE PASSAGE WITHOUT BEING
CONSUMED ALONG WITH IT.
The question always arises as to, “How can you
see to it that the new businesses and studios and
communications centers are not simply
confiscated?”
WE CAN’T and THEY
PROBABLY WILL BE—BUT NOT BEFORE
OUR WORK IS LAID AND UNDER WAY. DO
NOT EXPECT 6 BILLION PHYSICAL PEOPLE
TO REMAIN ON EARTH AND THE WHOLE
SYSTEM REVERSE INTO PURITY—READ
THY PROPHECIES. IT IS MANDATORY
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HOWEVER THAT SEGMENTS OF PEOPLE
SURVIVE THE TRANSITION AND SO SHALL IT
BE—NEVER WILL YOU BE TOLD BY ANY OF
THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN THAT IT WILL BE
EASY NOR WITHOUT PAIN OR DIFFICULTY—
IT WILL, HOWEVER, BE ACCOMPLISHED.
Ones come unto us and ask how they can
protect all their assets, money, etc. You can do
some things to help yourselves—if you are simply
trying to hide large sums of wealth so that you don’t
lose of it—forget it—the evil plan is too efficient.
You can do those things which we point out unto
you and they will help for a period of time but,
brothers, you will probably not escape unscathed.
Some will, most will not—it depends on how
willing you are to act and prepare.
The secret of business will basically be in the
allowing of the bankers, etc., to build of the businesses
and then when they confiscate them, you can allow of
their repossession without great losses. You must
operate within the guidelines and laws of the
“planners” themselves and it will allow you quite a nice
period of time to gain a foundation. It will be THE
WORD going forth and the army of awakened
humanity that ultimately make the operation successful.
Man has been duped for such a long time that he is
all but helpless and he only knows to do that which is
about him—act in foolish and hurtful demonstrations
which only cause the Conspirators to come down very
hard on the groups of rioters.
HOPE VS. FALSE HOPE
You will note that we are called doomsayers and
gloom bearers. Would you rather us tell you to sit in
a circle and hold hands and wait and it will change
about? Yes, you would—the facts are it would be a
lie. Then when they come to shoot you, we simply
say, “Woops, sorry, we told you that which you
wanted to hear—sorry about your life and
enslavement—we THOUGHT the chants might work
and someone would do of the work—so be it!”
What about those pulse beams out there? What
about the list of possible retreat and survival goods?
What about a breakdown of the various systems
of the Global Plan 2000 One World Conspiracy?
Ones before Hatonn have written it down but
have ALL partaken of the information?
USE OF INFORMATION
Well, brethren, we come at the request of
hundreds of thousands of you people and we will
sort and scan all information going forth unto you
and give credit unto those who give you valid
assistance and will not give of you information in
these Journals which is not of valid perspective.
Information and documents we recommend unto
you are done so because, at least portions thereof, are
indeed credible truth. It will never mean we support
ALL THAT AUTHOR’S INFORMATION UNLESS
WE DO AND WE SHALL ANNOUNCE THAT
LOUDLY OR GIVE UNTO YOU SOME LIMITS
OF INPUT. ANY AUTHOR WE RECOMMEND,
YOU WOULD DO WELL TO HONOR HIM/HER
AND SUPPORT THEIR WORK AND AVAIL
YOURSELVES OF THEIR INFORMATION. YOU

MUST ALWAYS READ ALL INFORMATION
WITH DISCERNMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF
GOD INSIGHT AND DO THE PROPER
WEEDING FOR SELF—WE WILL NOT DIGEST
THE INTAKE FOR YOU. IF WE ERR AND
UTILIZE COPYRIGHTED INFORMATION, IT
WILL NEVER BE WITH INTENT TO TAKE
ANOTHER’S PROPERTY NOR WITH INTENT
TO FAIL TO GIVE CREDIT—WE SHALL
NEVER GIVE “CREDIT FOR TRUTH” FROM
FALSE WRITINGS OR SPEAKINGS. SOME
WILL DO WELL TO NOT PUSH FOR
RECOGNITION, FOR WE SHALL TELL IT
EXACTLY LIKE IT IS!!!! IF ONES COME
FORTH STATING THAT THEY WILL DO ALL
TO GET THEIR INFORMATION OUT TO THE
PUBLIC—ESPECIALLY UTILIZING THE
NAME OF GOD OR CHRIST—GOD OR
CHRIST ARE GOING TO USE IT, FOR THE
INFORMATION WAS THEREBY GIVEN INTO
THE HANDS HEREOF. THE PUBLISHER OF
THIS MATERIAL AND/OR DHARMA AND
OBERLI ARE REAPING NOTHING BUT
HEADACHES FROM THIS WORK AND
MATERIAL—SUE ALL YOU LIKE, ENEMY
OF THE TRUTH! YOU SHALL GAIN OF
NOTHING BUT CONTROVERSY, DISCREDIT
AND BETRAYAL OF SELF AND THOSE
WORKING WITH YOU TO PULL GOD DOWN.
Back now, to the writing, Dharma. The most
often asked question regarding preparation is a
breakdown of items, possible safety measures, etc.
We will take time herein to devote the remainder of
this chapter to perspectives on preparations. It is not
new information but it will give ones an idea of
involvement and some ideas of well-thought-out
methods, quantities and shelters for adequate survival.
As gun control, monetary changes, economic collapse,
etc., come upon you, yes, it shall be harder and it is
even more difficult for me to tell you one-on-one that
which you should do—in the saving of time I can only
refer you back unto the Journals on the subject and
beg patience until we can enlarge on certain subjects.
Remember—first you must know the problem as
it confronts you and then, and only then, can you
counter and work out solutions. That does not
mean you must wait to begin—begin wherein you
can, for we have efforted to lay out the Journals
in sequence which lays foundations first and then
increases with the really hard lumps to swallow.
We shall just lay down some listings herein and
will work far more extensively subsequently.
THE PLAN: TOTAL SUBJUGATION
Now, how are they going to accomplish this?
Let us define terminology before we go further.
Let us call all of these groups of Elite controllers
“Conspirators” to simplify writing and so you will
know, in general, to whom we refer—most often
we will refer to them as “they” and you as
“you”, so that we might move right along with
this portion. Thank you.
As to personnel the Conspirators will be counting
on all those people at the hard core of all the
organizations controlled by them. They will count on
those in the drug culture, the rock-music culture, the
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motorcycle gangs, the White prisoners in the prisons,
and a standing army now recruited and trained for
revolution—now this, of course, is more along the lines
of the Illuminati, rather than the Bolsheviks and/or
Banker’s Cartel. But it will suffice for this purpose
and therefore this list is mostly organized in such
manner as if you only had the Illuminati with which to
contend. When you get into the Bolshevik plan for
nuclear holocaust and beam destruction and economic
devastation of the Bankers Central Elite—there needs
be alterations to suit needs and locations.
I refer to “White prisoners” because if you
refer to the appendix “letter from Satan”, No. 2,
you will understand. This does not mean
“ONLY” it means “MAJORITY”.
If the plans for gun control and martial law are
voted into law, then they will have all of your nation’s
military forces and national guard at their disposal. The
plan is most simple. After disarming the citizenry
they simply order their revolutionaries to begin
mass terror and murder in the streets. When the
citizenry objects and cries out to the President he
declares martial law, disbands Congress, mobilizes
the National Guard—and you have an instant
dictatorship with roughly one out of every five
people in the population belonging to the military.
Although we do not concede the Illuminati’s plan
will work, we do believe the probabilities are
excellent that if you counter those, you will be well
on your way to positive protection in a physical
manner and allow perpetuation of the message of
truth. It has been the lesson of history that when
deceivers have gained dictatorial control through
conspiracy, subversion and then force, that it is not
long before the citizenry realizes they have been
deceived and are willing to work for a return to a
society with moral behavior and principles.
To that end we offer the following material
for you to consider as to what you might do to
begin to prepare for the highly probable time of
riot and revolution.
REFER TO YOUR HOLY BOOKS
What did the Lord’s people do in Bible days
during times of riot and revolution? It is instructive to
ponder the behavior in manifold times of oppression.
You must pay attention to the help which is
given unto you, for the truth has not changed in
all the generations.
Jesus foretold the destruction of Jerusalem.
H e commanded His disciples to flee to the
mountains when they saw Jerusalem encompassed
with armies (Luke 21: 20-24). By obeying Christ
there was not one Christian killed when Titus
launched his second attack against Jerusalem.
Jesus has also foretold a great persecution that will
come against His people in the days of the Tribulation.
He has also commanded those who are believers in
that time to flee for refuge into the mountains.
(Matthew 24: 15-22; Mark 13: 14-20).
During the great persecution against the
church in apostolic days it is recorded that the
Christians found it necessary to flee for the
preservation of their lives (Acts 8: 1-3).
Farther back, Nehemiah was the man who led the
Jews to rebuild the walls around Jerusalem. The
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people found it necessary to labor with a trowel in one
hand and a sword strapped to their side. BROTHERS,
GOD HAS NEVER TOLD YOU TO STAND IDLY
BY AND DEFEND NOT THINESELF IF IN
FURTHER DEFENSE OF THINE OWN PEOPLES
AND LIFE.
READ IN PRAYERFUL
DISCERNMENT THAT WHICH SHALL ALLOW
YOU TO ENDURE DURING THE TIMES THAT
SATAN SHALL ATTEMPT TO ANNIHILATE
ALL DEFENSELESS PEOPLES OF GOODNESS.

QUALIFICATIONS

1. The defender (or those he is defending)
must be the object of an unjust action. (Killing
a properly authorized officer in his justified
duties of arrest would not qualify.)
2. The defender must use only the force
necessary to prevent the threatened unjust aggression.
3. The defender’s primary intent must be to
stop the aggression rather than to kill or injure
and all alternatives must be utilized—first.
* What chance does a 115-pound woman or
CONSIDER PRIORITIES AS AMERICA FACES
child have against a 250-pound man whose intent
RIOT AND REVOLUTION
is to assault, rape or kill? Practically none—
1. Set your own house in order spiritually short of some form of firearm.
and stay right with God constantly.
2. Pray earnestly for revival and the defeat
RETREATS
of Satan’s plan.
I. LOCATION
3. Serve the Lord the most effectively you
can in spreading the word of truth, edifying
A . Ideally—200 miles from any major city
God’s people and strengthening His people.
4. Seek to expose the plan of Satan for and frankly, for you dear Southerners in the case
world takeover in a discreet manner.
of the Illuminati—get your safety place north of
5. Resist the political objectives of the the alleged Mason-Dixon Line.
Conspirators by seeking to influence state and
B . Ideally—30 miles from a major multi-lane
federal politicians in a way that will work WITH highway (freeway). Population density should be
them. Oppose legislation that promotes the less than 10 per square mile unless the population
is in cooperation with the retreat.
Conspirator’s plans.
6. Prepare for civil disorders that will grow
C . Ideally—the retreat should be located
where retreaters can make the trip from home to
in intensity:
(1) Trucker strikes, coal and oil producer the retreat in daylight hours of one day.
strikes, steel strikes, rail strikes and so forth, that
D. Ideally—the retreat should not be in a nuclear
target area or in the wind-fall area of nuclear fall-out.
will produce food and other shortages.
(2) Terror tactics that will be designed to
E. Ideally—the retreat should not be located in an
area that would flood should a dam be destroyed or be
produce a fear hysteria among the citizenry.
(3) Riots growing in size and intensity.
endangered from any type of hazard such as that.
(4) Revolution.
F. Ideally—it should be located on the highest
7. The survival preparations in order of priority are: point of elevation over the immediate surrounding
(1) A retreat located away from the major area, or near a summit whereby the backside of the
cities. In the beginning a rural home of relatives retreat is protected by hillside. A placement of this
o r f r i e n d s m a y s u f f i c e ( b u t m a k e p r e - type with its own water supply is ideal.
arrangements and contribute to the resources).
II. FACILITIES
At the end, it will require an “armed” camp, if
the Conspirators are successful in achieving their
A. Housing
goals. A group retreat in which each family is
responsible for their own home or shelter, food
There are three basic concepts:
and arms is by far the best.
1. An isolated single dwelling
(2) Food, water and supplies. Dehydrated
2. A large condominium or apartment type
food is best. It lasts indefinitely along with welldwelling with housing on top floor and preferably built
stored supplements.
(3) This one is going to get harder and harder “down” instead of “up”. Common-purpose quarters
to accomplish: Sufficient arms to protect your should be at a low or underground level.
3. Family dwelling built in the form of
loved ones against those who would maliciously
harm them. Killing to protect loved ones and groupings with dome-type structuring.
a . Homes should be built in the concept of
even yourself when life is threatened is the moral
thing to do on behalf of your loved ones and on t h e “ w a g o n t r a i n o r s n o w f l a k e c i r c l e ” f o r
b e h a l f o f i n n o c e n t s o c i e t y w h o s e l i v e s a r e community as well as defense.
b. A community building can be built in the
endangered by a person or persons who would
k i l l a n d d e s t r o y t h e m . T h e r e m u s t b e l i v e center of the housing area for meetings and other
group needs.
humans to make this transition, beloved ones.
c. Upstairs is for living quarters of daily use;
MORALITY OF KILLING
lower “basement” is for storage and more intensive
TO PROTECT INNOCENT LIFE
protection periods. This area would have pantries for
foods, freezers for frozen foods and allow ample
When an aggressor attacks an innocent person, he storage of dehydrated foods, water containers, etc.
not only threatens that person’s life but he and his
d. The outward-facing wall of homes should be
actions threaten innocent society as a whole.
built so as to be defensible from attack. Concrete or
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compressed block, small windows (bullet proof or
covered by steel plate). Patio with planter boxes
(attached in sequence) a minimum of three feet high
and at least two feet in thickness of the same
material—preferably compressed “shan-stone” brick.
Carefully laid natural rocks can also be utilized.
e. Wood or alternative-fuel stoves for
heating and cooking must be supplied. If
storage facilities are adequate, then butane or
propane might be stored, however, be prepared
to have ability to convert to natural plant or solar
ability. This will be covered at a later date.
f. Cast-iron cooking utensils. These are the
most efficient and durable if cooking is required
on open fires.
g. Lighting should be provided by high
efficiency gas lamps which use fuel oil but fuel
oil must then be stored in quantity. Electric
lighting may be installed but may fail and
therefore be prepared with backup generators—
these will also require large storage of fuel.
h. High intensity floodlights should be mounted
facing outward from the front of homes.
i. Some type of protective housing should
be provided for animals (perhaps community
building). This will be covered greatly in the
portions planned for sheltering facilities.
B. Grounds
1. Garden area should be located behind house.
2. Front of property should include grassgrazing area and a “Safety Zone” of 350 yards
cleared completely for defensive purposes.
3. Effort should be made to insure that
traffic on an incoming road should be visible.
III. WEAPONS
A . An arsenal to store weapons, powder,
ammunition and etc. should be separate from
main structure and buried underground. It should
be concealed so as not to be capable of being
located by search.
B. Suggested Guns
1. Defense Rifles. Mostly this shall be left
up to your discretion. Obviously, you should
have at least as good as you can obtain to match
that which will be in the hands of the enemy.
.223 Caliber (AR-14; Ruger Mini 14, etc.)
.308 Caliber (MIA: M14; H & K 91)
30.06 Caliber (Surplus Military Rifles)
2. Hunting Rifles
30.06 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 etc.)
.308 Caliber (Remington 760 or 700 etc.)
30/30 Caliber (Marlin 336 etc.)
.22 Caliber (Any reliable make semi-automatic)
3. Shotguns
12 guage—Remington 870 Pump with long
magazine for extra shells is recommended. This
gun can be equipped with different barrels.
4. Pistols
.357 Ruger, Dan Wesson, Colt and etc.
.45 Caliber Colt 1917 Government Model Mark 4
(Accurized if possible)
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C. 1000 rounds of ammunition per gun (or more), vegetables (freeze-dried is the most expensive
or equivalent in reloading components
but is necessary for some vegetables).
** Also some TVP (textured vegetable protein) as
D. Reloading equipment and supplies for your guns a supplement. (Air-drying is least expensive and is
adequate for many fruits and vegetables.) Air-dried
IV. STORABLE FOODS
fruits and some vegetables. (Least expensive method)
d. A pure water supply
A. One-year’s supply of storable food is
** If water source is questionable, then a
recommended.
thermos-size PCP from a survival source will
handle some 1500 gals.
1. The Central Valley of California produces
e. Wheat, flour, sugar, honey, salt and salad oil—
about 25% of the United States food supply and all vacuum packed. Butter powder, shortening powder
more than 40% of your vegetables. (You can count and peanut-butter powder may be mixed with salad oil
on a failure of growing seasons if for no other or shortening to add variety to menus.
reason than disruption of irrigation facilities.)
f. Sourdough Mix
2. Canada and U.S. produce 70% of the
g. Yogurt Starter
total food exports in the world.
h. Multi-vitamins/minerals
3. The average home in U.S. has less than
i. Vitamin C in large quantity.
one week’s food supply.
j. Seasonings: Pepper, Chili powder, curry
4. The average U.S. city has a food supply powder, allspice, basil, thyme, oregano, cinnamon,
of only 8 days.
paprika and seasoned salt and, of course, plain salt
5. Should there be crop failure, riots, strikes, (pref. sea salt).
etc., that slow or stop food supply to the cities,
then food costs would become exorbitant.
C. Economical Long-Term Food Storage
6. Should there be revolution there will be
no food available from stores.
The basic four foods:
7. A t s u c h a t i m e f o o d w o u l d o n l y b e
1. 300 pounds of hard Red Winter Wheat
available from:
2. 100 pounds of powdered milk (non-inst.)
a. supplies previously stocked
3. 100 pounds of honey
b. bartering
4. 8 pounds of salt
c. foraging
** These basics plus vitamins B+, C, D, E,
d. plundering
and K will sustain one person for one year with
e. gardening (and that takes “time”)
2000 calories per day.
8. Excess food for bartering and humanitarian
The wheat must be clean and uncracked (to
purposes is worth much consideration and planning. preserve germ) with low moisture and at least a
The investment will ultimately be more valuable than 12% protein content (15% is better).
gold.
The milk should be non-fat and non-instant
and commercially packed. To enhance flavor get
B. The Method of Stocking Food
a supply of imitation cream powder.
The other items should be vacuum packed in
1. The easiest method is purchasing a 1-year A N I N E R T N I T R O G E N A T M O S P H E R E .
food supply from one of the manufacturer’s suppliers. N E W 5 - G A L L O N C A N S M A D E O U T O F
2. Buy a sample pack of food from a reliable ENAMELED STEEL WILL WORK. It takes 9
supplier. Then pick foods that suit your taste.
cans for each 300 pounds of wheat.
3. A r e a s u p p l i e r s m a y b e l o c a t e d b y
checking with camping stores, health food stores,
Directions: Place a fist-size piece of dry ice in the
and sporting goods stores. We also highly bottom of the can. Fill the can with wheat, grain or
recommend the Mormon Church advisors, for beans, put the lid on loosely in place. When the lid
they have excellent food storage plans already stops “burping” tighten the lid quickly so that it seals.
laid forth. We have also recommended one
** Purchase a small wheat grinder—hand
prior to this but there are many and if you wish operated.
to share the information as you locate good
** Supplement above diet with fish, fowl, and
suppliers, we will be most happy to print the game taken by fishing, hunting, and trapping or
information. This holds true for any information however—you might use barter, and also use
you wish to share with your brethren.
additional fruit, vegetables, meats or meat
4. The Basic Plan
substitutes, liquids, bread or cereal.
a. Three-months supply of “wet pack” (this is
Super Market canned food). Record a typical week
D. Water Sources:
of food for your use then multiple by 13. This must
be dated. It will only be good for about 3 years and
1. Swimming pool
should be turned upside down every month.
2. Water Beds
b. A portable three-month supply of freeze3. Water stored in containers, cistern, etc
dried foods. This will have a shelf life of about
4. P u r e w a t e r s t r e a m o r s p r i n g ( w a t e r
15 years (unopened).
purification may be provided by water purifying
c. Supply for long-time storage should include: tabs available at drug stores) or:
Grains, non-instant powdered milk (100 lbs.
a. 8 drops (5.25%) of Chlorine Bleach per gallon
p e r p e r s o n . ) , f r e e z e - d r i e d m e a t s a n d s o m e in stored water will preserve it. Questionable water
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should receive twice as much and allowed to stand ½
hour. Do not be disturbed over chlorine taste.
b. Tincture of iodine or iodine crystals:
12 drops per gallon normally or 24 drops for
questionable water with 30-minute waiting
c. Boiling
d. Silver-ion purifiers
e. Charcoal purifiers
f. PCP purifiers sold commercially
E. Medicines
1. Aspirins
2. First Aid Kits
3. Surgical Kit
4. Medicine required by individual retreaters
5. Extra bandages and bandage materials
6. Alcohol
7. Hydrogen Peroxide
8. Pain relievers without aspirin
9. Other available medicines which would control
vomiting, diarrhea, etc., as might be obtainable
V. PROVISIONS
A. Garden Seeds: An adequate supply of grain
and vegetable seeds chosen according to retreater’s
preference with attention given to a balanced diet. Do
not choose hybrid seeds as they deteriorate in quality
with each generation and some only produce one time.
B. Garden Tools
C. Ample and Suitable Clothing. * It should be
durable and comfortable such as cotton
underclothing and woolen outerwear. If flamed,
man-made fibers will melt and the heated substance
can cause serious burns beyond the flaming.
Woolen outerwear is excellent. But utilize what you
can obtain because protection from the elements
must be first consideration. Get good outdoor work
shoes. Warm hats or caps.
For storage the
clothing can be packed in plastic with an insulation
layer of brown paper. Include mothballs and
packets of silica jell (for moisture control). The
mothballs control pests in the natural-fiber cloth.
D. GET AN OLD-FASHIONED TREADLE
SEWING MACHINE AND SOME BOLTS OF
MATERIAL. YOU WILL PROBABLY BE
WITHOUT ELECTRICITY AT SOME TIME. IF
THERE ARE SEVERAL FAMILIES—SHARE.
E. A footlocker in the car with survival
items provides a measure of instant mobility if
necessary and will tide persons over until they
can reach the retreat or safety.
F. Communication Equipment:
CBs—Base Unit and mobile unit
Walkie Talkie (Realistic combines quality and
economy)
Power Pack—Generator (absolutely mandatory)
G. Canning Equipment
Pressure Cooker
Canning jars, lids and large extra supply seal lids
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H. Bible! and other inspirational books as well as
“How-to” books. For long periods of time you will
enjoy cookbooks geared to camp-style foods, simple
carpentry, canning instructions and sewing.
I. Have adequate and extra needles, threads and
items of sewing materials for mending, sewing, etc.,
such as scissors for material, utility.
Miscellaneous supplies—the list is as long as you
have time and resources:

The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
INFIGHTING SLOWS HUNT
FOR HIDDEN AL-QAIDA ASSETS
By Karen DeYoung and Douglas Farah,
The Washington Post, 06/18/02

Mandatory:
Gasoline and Oil
The U.S.-led effort to track money belonging to
Batteries
terrorist groups has been hobbled by bureaucratic
Work Boots
infighting and a growing understanding by investigators
Hatchets and Axes, wedges, etc.
that most of al-Qaida’s money is not in banks but in
Hunting Knives (good quality) and sharpening untraceable commodities, including gold and diamonds,
stones—quality is mandatory for these.
according to U.S. and international officials.
Survival Books
The transfer of al-Qaida’s assets, the scale of
which is only now becoming clear, has left much
Compass
of the organization’s financial network untouched
Canteens
by the Bush administration’s campaign to freeze
Topographical maps
terrorist funds around the globe.
Matches
At the same time, the efforts to shut down
Eating Utensils and pots
terrorist
financing, one of the key components of
Files
Add to your list as you ponder it and keep it handy
for inspirational items such as candles, tape, rope,
string, etc., etc. I can only give you an idea at this
point and basic necessities. For instance, those
matches will have to have waterproof containers—you
must carefully think of things you would need if you
were alone indefinitely. I gave you several good
resources for listings and outlines in SURVIVAL, so I
shall spare Dharma the further listing in this portion.
We can ask ones later to put together a specific
guide—several of you who are adept in this subject
could assemble a comprehensive guide which we
could put forth as a Journal and/or supplement.
I am well aware that this is not sufficient for your
needs but there is plenty of available information and
as you ones begin to network you will be able to form
partnerships for the production of various and specific
needs. At this time, if you write in with your talents
and desires, we can share the listings for you and
you can work by mail, etc. Much can be
accomplished even at great distances while there is
still a system within which to function—and
relocations can be accomplished later if necessary
or desirable. Use that technology which is available.
If you are willing to share your talents or
resources, let us know and we can get connections
made as to close locations, etc. We must come into
“Community” to succeed—that does not necessarily
mean proximity—it means exactly that which it says—
COMMUNITY—not commune—COMMUNITY!
Dharma, enough to this section, please. Let
us take rest time, please. Thank you, chela.
Hatonn to stand-by. Salu.
[END OF PART 3]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the
6/19/02 issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2
(6/26/02, page 11)—This Phoenix Journal (#13)
is out of print. All other Journals are on sale
for one-half price ($3.00). Please see the back
page for ordering information.
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President Bush’s counterterrorism strategy, have been
hindered by interagency turf battles in the U.S.
government, sources in various agencies said.
The disputes mirror those that have plagued intelligencesharing efforts between the CIA and the FBI. …
According to dozens of investigators and
financial sources interviewed in Asia, Africa and the
United States, al-Qaida operatives long before Sept.
11 began shifting money out of bank accounts that
could be traced and into untraceable gold and
precious stones such as diamonds, tanzanite and
sapphires. But the move went largely unrecognized.
“It was a paradigm shift in the financial
organization that we missed,” said one European
financial investigator. “Everyone was trying to
find bank accounts in Geneva when al-Qaida was
greatly reducing their exposure in the formal
financial sector. Now we are finding tentacles
into all kinds of precious stones and metals.”
Such commodities are small and easy to store and
transport, and they hold their value over time. They
can also be released in small amounts on the market
without arousing attention. Monitoring the shift of
millions of dollars into precious stones was made
even more difficult because the U.S. government has
still not developed a central database on what is
known about al-Qaida’s financial network.
The government’s effort is marred by other
problems as well. Senior officials from the Treasury and
Justice departments and their component agencies, along
with the CIA and the Pentagon, began weekly
interagency meetings within days after Sept. 11. …
Some of the worst conflicts have been between
Treasury and Justice. Asset-tracking task forces within
the Customs Service at Treasury and the FBI’s financial
review group inside Justice have nearly identical
investigative missions. But they have been so resistant
to cooperation that, until recently, they did not fill
designated chairs at each other’s tables.
Though not disputing that there have been problems
with coordination and information sharing, a number
of officials throughout the government argue that
the situation has greatly improved since Sept. 11.
They note that the Foreign Terrorist Asset Tracking

Center, established under Treasury’s auspices in late
September, was moved in April to CIA headquarters in
Langley to improve coordination. Overall, officials say,
competing, often conflicting, investigations are no
longer among their biggest problems.…
Deputy Treasury Secretary Kenneth W. Dam,
who heads a high-level National Security Council
strategy group that sets policy for the financial
campaign, said the biggest problem is a lack of
information. “No agency knows as much as it
would like to know,” he said.
The biggest unknown is what happened to the
hundreds of millions of dollars the Bush
administration initially suggested was in the coffers
of al-Qaida and organizations allied to it.
“These terrorists are intelligent, adaptable
people, and they realize that putting money in bank
accounts, particularly in the United States or
Western Europe, is not a very good way to make
sure it’s available when you want it,” Dam said.
Ordered by Bush in late September to “starve the
terrorists of funding”, the Treasury-led financial war
was marked by well-publicized early success. The
government mobilized vast domestic resources, and
executive orders and legislation speedily approved by
Congress gave the government new arrest and seizure
powers. The administration enlisted international
organizations, from the United Nations, the European
Union and NATO to more obscure economic bodies
such as the 29-nation Financial Action Task Force on
Money Laundering. The initial goal was to block
bank accounts linked to individuals and organizations
on a U.S. list that began with 27 names and has
grown to 210. By February, more than $100 million
in alleged terrorist money was frozen in financial
institutions in the United States and abroad.
But since that low-hanging fruit was harvested—
virtually all of it from a few countries among the
161 the administration says are cooperating with
the effort—pickings have been slim.…
At the same time, Dam and others acknowledged
that there has been less than full cooperation from
some parts of the world. “Frankly, there’s been a
little falling off in the alacrity with which some
countries” have adhered to the list, particularly in
Southeast Asia, Dam said in a speech last month.
Although all 189 UN member nations were
obligated to submit reports last winter detailing
their compliance with a September Security
Council resolution on terrorist assets, only 43 have
done so. The majority of the 43, including
countries such as Indonesia and Syria, believed by
the administration to be centers of terrorist
finance, have said they found no money to freeze.
A number of countries lack the technological
resources to search bank accounts or the legal
framework to seize money that has not been tied to
a crime. Eager to help install new computer systems
or write the necessary laws, Treasury has dispatched
dozens of “jump teams”, consisting of technicians,
legal experts and senior officials, to countries since
October. Senior officials, including Treasury
Secretary Paul H. O’Neill and Dam, have made
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hundreds of calls and visits to their counterparts
around the world to push the campaign. …
“The financial front of the war on terrorism,” Dam
announced in a speech to the Council on Foreign
Relations early this month, “has entered a new phase.”
Its focus, he said, will be on “means of financing
terrorism outside of the mainstream financial system.”
Many financial investigators are sharply
revising estimates of the personal fortune of alQaida leader Osama bin Laden, who used a great deal
of his own money to start the organization. …
U.S. officials believe al-Qaida derives much of
its current funding from two sources: what Dam
called “informal methods of moving their money,”
through Islamic charities and private remittance
systems called hawalas , and storing money in
“commodities like gold or diamonds, converting
the commodities to cash only as needed.”
Going after the charities “is an important and
sensitive issue,” Dam acknowledged in a reflection of
criticism from a number of Islamic countries. The
administration recognizes that “hawala dealers provide an
important service” in low-cost money transfers to
Muslim populations, particularly in parts of Africa with
no access to formal financial services, he said. “We do
not think that banning hawalas altogether is the answer.”
One source who has dealt with Taliban and al-Qaida
financial matters said that bin Laden’s chief financial
officers began a serious shift in assets from banks to
commodities after the United States froze $254 million
in Taliban money in 1998 following the attacks on two
U.S. embassies in East Africa by al-Qaida operatives.
A recent UN report on al-Qaida and Taliban
money movements found that, as a result of global
efforts to crack down on terrorist funds, al-Qaida
“may be diversifying financial aspects of its logistical
support by converting parts of its assets into gold,
diamonds and other precious stones”.
The shift to commodities underscores how little was
understood about how al-Qaida’s finances operated, or
how much money the network had at its disposal.
Financial investigators and intelligence sources
acknowledge that even after months of intense, global
investigations, they have no clear idea of how much
money al-Qaida needs to operate each year or how
much money it is able to access.…
[JR: First off, the reason for the lack of cooperation
between these alphabet agencies in locating bin
Laden, al-Qaida or Taliban bank records is that the
left hand doesn’t want the right hand to have an
advantage. They are all after the same assets for
“legal (RICO) confiscation” and don’t want to share
the spoils ($) of this “war on terrorism”. Secondly,
since the U.S. has a history of freezing the assets
of even sovereign nations that refuse to play on
their team—like Iran, Iraq, Libya, Yugoslavia, et
al.—it is obviously common sense for these
terrorists to move their assets into safe havens, out
of the reach and control of the international
bankers. Thirdly, the intelligence community is
frustrated that some Middle Eastern terrorist group
can make them look… not so intelligent.]

retired Maj. Gen. Najib al-Salehi for the
presidency of an Iraqi provisional government after
toppling Iraq current president Saddam Hussein.
The paper quoted diplomatic sources in Amman
as saying that al-Salehi left recently for the U.S. in
a work visit during which he will be meeting with
high ranking American officials at the White House
and the CIA director George Tenet with the aim of
briefing him with the details of the American project
to topple Saddam Hussein and his role in the
presidency of the provisional government in his being
the strongest candidate to play the role of Hameed
Karazai in Iraq within the framework of preparations
to prepare the region and the world for a large-scale
military operation to topple the Iraqi regime.
These sources said that the American plan to
topple Saddam states that the American air military
operation is to be coincided with a creep for the Iraqi
opposition forces from the north and the south
towards the capital Baghdad and to establish a
provisional government to be chaired by al-Salehi, at
the consent of the coalition of the Iraqi opposition,
and on top of them is Lt. Gen. Nizar al-Khazraji.
The sources said that the Bush administration
intends to bring Saddam Hussein, if he will be
arrested alive, to the war crimes court.
The sources explained that Washington asked
the Arab leaders who will be meeting at Beirut’s
summit to adopt a decision recognizing Israel and
maintain relations with it for its pullout to the June
4, 1967 border lines and to closing the Iraqi file.
[JR: What a stroke of luck! The future leader of
Iraq just happens to live in the U.S. President
Bush’s public disclosure of U.S. plans to replace
Saddam even if it means his assassination has to be
a bit of a shock to his supporters. Our President
seems to have adopted a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
complex or maybe he is just projecting his true
personality. Is the U.S. now operating from the
pages of Israel’s book of non-diplomacy in which
the end will justify the means? This announcement
by Bush makes it appear as though Bush is
Sharon’s man in the White House and that the U.S.
is committed to promoting Zionist interests
anywhere in the world. Sharon has his own plans
for the removal of Arafat—so are the U.S. plans for
Iraq’s future a test to gauge how well the world will
accept the elimination of leaders whom the Elite
players disapprove of. It is known that Saddam has
made uses of doubles during his public appearances
so how will we be sure where the real Saddam is?
Since we have announced Saddam’s removal or
demise you have to expect that Saddam is and
always has been making plans for his survival?]
IRAQI OPPOSITION FIGURE
DESCRIBES AFTERMATH OF SADDAM HUSSEIN
Iraq, Politics, aribicnews,com, 02/18/02

Maj. Gen. Najib al-Salehi who was nominated by
certain Iraqi opposition forces to be the President of Iraq
has stressed his care to open a new page of relations
with countries ajoining his country.
ON U.S. PREPARATIONS
In a telephone statement to the Kuwaiti daily al-Rai
TO TOPPLE SADDAM HUSSEIN
al-Aam issued on Saturday from his residence in the
Iraq-USA, Politics, ArabicNews, 02/15/02
U.S., al-Salehi said that solving pending issues with the
neighboring states will be one of the first priorities of
T h e K u w a i t i d a i l y a l - S e y a s s a h i s s u e d o n Iraq’s foreign policy in the phase aftermath Saddam,
Wednesday received information which stated that noting the misdeeds made by the Iraqi regime to the
the U.S. administration has prepared the Iraqi neighboring states, foremost being Kuwait.
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He also called on the countries neighboring
Iraq to honor the desire felt by the Iraqi people to
choose its political system freely, stressing that
Iraq is an integrated part of the Arab nation and
will work for improving its relations with its
nation and with all countries of the world.
He said that the Iraqi opposition forces have
increased the volume of coordination among
themselves in order to cope with successive
developments whose indicators incline towards
toppling the regime of Saddam Hussein.
He added that there is a common perception of
these “Iraqi opposition forces” for the phase after the
change of the Iraqi regime, noting that the next Iraqi
leadership will be of democratic attitude and will work
for the founding of civil establishments.
He expressed his conviction that the Iraqi army
has a role in controlling the condition during the
process of changing the regime. He stressed the
rejection of the opposition forces to found a military
regime in Iraq and said that such a rule will not
ensure security to Iraq and to the Iraqi people.
Worthy mentioning that al-Salehi was a commander
for the tanks contingent which occupied Kuwait in 1990.
[JR: Gen. al-Salehi, the nominee to replace Saddam,
seems informed and assured (or most likely is
programmed) to believe that American interference
will help stabilize and restore Iraq so that it can
again take its place among Arab nations. If the
military has a role in “controlling” the transition,
how can a military regime not be avoided? If the
military is supportive in replacing Saddam why
haven’t they done so thus far? What has not been
addressed here by al-Salehi is how the Iraqi people
will accept him as America’s puppet to rule over
them and their country? The Iraqi people have paid
a heavy price because of the imposed American and
British embargo and the daily fly-overs. They don’t
need to have to bear the sorrow of their country
being taken over by their oppressors.]
U. S. MARINES STUDYING
ISRAELI URBAN WARFARE METHODS AT JENIN
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 06/06/02
The U.S. Marine Corps and Israeli military
commanders are studying the capture of the
Palestinian refugee camp outside the West Bank
city of Jenin. The three-day battle left 23 Israelis
and more than 50 Palestinians dead.
The Marines want to learn from the Israeli
experience in urban warfare and the recent
massive search-and-destroy operations for
Palestinian insurgents in the West Bank.
Marine Lt. Col. Dave Booth, who oversees the
Marine Corps-Israeli Defense Force exchanges,
said his service meets with commanders from
Israel and other countries to exchange information
and hone skills. Booth said this benefits both the
United States and its allies.
“We’re interested in what they’re developing,
especially since Sept. 11,” Booth told the Marine
Corps Times. “We’re interested in their past
experience in fighting terrorism. So there’s a lot
of things we could learn from them.”
The U.S. military weekly said the Marine Corps
Warfighting Lab plans to revise the corps’ urban
warfare doctrine after an examination of Israeli
tactics. This includes adapting Israeli methods in the
deployment of air and armor in urban areas.
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The military talks took place in both Israel and the
United States. Marine Corps commanders watched
Israeli exercises and Israeli officers viewed a U.S.
exercise in urban warfare last month.
The United States also sent a delegation from
the Joint Chiefs of Staff last month to review
Operation Defensive Shield, the term used for the
month-long offensive against Palestinian insurgents
in the West Bank.
The marines, struggling to reduce casualties in urban
warfare simulations, have experimented with handheld
satellite phones and rugged laptop computers to
coordinate attacks on cities. In Operation Defensive
Shield, Israel used unmanned air vehicles and attack
helicopters along with armored vehicles.
Israel and the United States have also been
discussing ideas for a security buffer zone meant to
detect insurgents. Next week, Israel plans to launch
tenders to establish a zone based on sensors,
command and control and electronic fences in the
first stage of a project estimated at $65 million.
[JR: Our U.S. Marines are going to “hone their
skills” in urban warfare and adopt Israeli methods
to contain and control civilian populations here in
America and overseas. Most importantly they will
learn the art of employing the methods of fear and
suppression used so successfully by the Israeli
military in the land of Zion. Prime Minister Sharon
has to be quite pleased how quickly we are adapting
to the Zionist way of doing things here in Israel/
USA. It proves that our government and our
military regard U.S. citizens as a potential target of
operations and are prepared to use force by any
means to protect their unnatural world of disorder.
Our leaders fear that they cannot trust that we will
remain stupid for very long because their acts of
control are becoming rather obvious. Hopefully you
will not experience an Israeli military-style
operation in an area near you in the very near
future. Big Brother is not only watching you but
now he has become armed and dangerous and
speaks Yiddish (dialect of the false Jews)!]

“He is saying to Bush: ‘You are putting the cart
before the horse and if you give the Palestinians these
concessions, there will be no incentive for them to
carry out reforms and to get rid of Arafat.’”…
At stake is not only Mr. Arafat’s role but the tone
of an international conference that could start as
early as July. Will it be in line with Mr. Sharon’s
view of a general exchange of ideas on promoting
regional stability, or in line with the Saudi, Egyptian
and Jordanian aim for significant progress on the
Palestinian track that would entail Israeli concessions?
Mr. Sharon asked for the talks with Mr. Bush as a
way of offsetting Arab input into the U.S.
administration’s decision making, analysts say. But even
if Mr. Bush is persuaded to dilute the conference and
concludes Mr. Arafat’s demise is desirable, the U.S.
Administration and Mr. Sharon will still face a major
problem: Mr. Arafat’s continued strong position at home.
“All of the time that Arafat is around, I doubt there
will be any Palestinian who will say ‘I am an
alternative’,” says Wadi Abu Nasser, a Haifa-based
political analyst. “When Arafat is challenged, as he was
today, people forget about corruption in the Palestinian
Authority and remember their national hero,” he added.
“America has been talking for ten years about
the need to replace Saddam, but there is no Iraqi
to do that mission,” Mr. Abu Nasser said.
“Bush’s problem is that he cannot rule Ramallah.
He would have to find a Palestinian to do that.”…
Nabil Kukali, a Palestinian pollster, said yesterday
his latest surveys indicate 46 per cent public support for
Mr. Arafat, compared with 55 per cent before Israel’s
West Bank offensive in April and 81 per cent during the
siege in Ramallah. Support for Mr. Arafat reached a
low ebb of 33 per cent a year ago, he said.
“The Palestinians may disagree with him, but
they respect him. For the time being, people see
no other leader,” Mr. Kukali said.
[JR: Sharon will continue his stall of the peace
process because his plan is that there will be no
Palestinian state within Israel and no Palestinians
left to live in that state. Sharon’s goal is to
diminish Arafat as a leader by ignoring him and to
ISRAEL COMES CLOSE TO KILLING ARAFAT
push him into a forced exile, or better yet, that
Arafat should meet with an accident like an errant
By Ben Lynfield in Jerusalem,
missile hitting its intended target. The future of
thescotsman.co.uk, 06/07/02
the Middle East rests in the hands of the U.S. and
Israel unless Arab leaders are guided to GAIA and
Underscoring its message that Yasser Arafat the promises it holds for the Muslim people.]
should be excluded from any diplomatic initiatives,
Israel went to the brink of killing the Palestinian
BREAKING INTERNATIONAL LAW,
BRITAIN SELLS CHEMICAL WEAPONS
leader yesterday, as troops fired a shell that struck
TO THE WORLD
only five feet from his bed.
In their first such assault since an army siege was
By Neil Mackay, Sunday Herald—UK, 06/13/02
lifted last month, Israeli troops who invaded Ramallah
blew up three other buildings in Mr. Arafat’s compound
BRITAIN is supplying chemical warfare
and killed one member of the Palestinian security forces.
The army said the shelling was not intended to technology to 26 countries including Libya, Syria,
harm Mr. Arafat. The Ramallah attack came after Israel and Iran—which was labelled part of the
a d e v a s t a t i n g P a l e s t i n i a n s u i c i d e b o m b i n g o n ‘axis of evil’ by the United States.
A Sunday Herald investigation has revealed that the
Wednesday at Megiddo, in northern Israel.
Mr. Arafat, pointing to the remains of his sleeping UK is allowing the export of the lethal chemicals, which
quarters, said: “I was supposed to sleep here but I had are illegal under international law and controlled under
work to do downstairs and did not go to sleep. They the chemical weapons convention because they can be
used in weapons of mass destruction.
shelled this room wanting me to be here.”…
The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI),
“Sharon feels that things are moving too
quickly towards an international conference, with which authorised the sales, has admitted that it does not
the establishment of a Palestinian state and that know whether the exports will be used to create
t h i s s h o u l d n o t b e d o n e w h i l e A r a f a t i s s t i l l chemical weapons once they are exported, or not.
Among the countries to which Britain is exporting
around,” says Leslie Susser, diplomatic
correspondent of the Jerusalem Report magazine. ‘toxic chemical precursors’ (TCPs) is Sudan. The U.S.
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bombed a factory in the Sudanese capital Khartoum in
1998 with the full support of the Blair government for
allegedly producing the deadly VX nerve agent.
The UK is also exporting chemical weapons
technology to countries that are not signatories to the
chemical weapons convention and therefore do not
recognise the international ban on chemical warfare.
Sudan and Jordan, which the UK also exports
to, have signed the convention but not ratified it,
making the treaty virtually meaningless there. The
other nations Britain exports TCPs to are: Cyprus,
India, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovenia, South
Africa, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Tanzania,
Thailand, Turkey, Uganda and Yemen.
TCPs are known as ‘dual-use chemicals’ as they
can be used for harmless activities like farming or
adapted or turned into chemical weapons. The DTI
admitted the sales were on-going, but said the weapons
were sold ‘in the belief’ that they would be used
‘benignly’ in agriculture or as detergents.
The DTI said it relied on assurances from foreign
governments in the form of ‘end user undertakings’ that
they would not use British TCPs to make chemical
weapons. A spokesman agreed that this was in effect
nothing more than a promise that could be broken. …
Labour MP Ann Clwyd, who sits on international
development, human rights and arms export
committees, is to raise the Sunday Herald
investigation with the Prime Minister in the Commons.
She wants the Arms Export Bill, which is currently
going through parliament, to be amended to give MPs
the right to scrutinise and approve all weapons
exports before they leave the UK. The government
has so far refused to give MPs these powers. …
Richard Bingley, of the group Campaign
Against the Arms Trade, warned that Britain was
selling chemical weapons technology to regimes
that could one day turn the capabilities Britain is
giving to them back against it and its allies. …
[JR: England, our ally and partner in crime and
deception, is selling chemical weapons to unstable
governments and rogue states for profit and to
assist rival countries in eliminating each other.
While being profitable it also fits well into the UN
and the NWO plans for culling the planet of people
they consider worthless. The fact that the British
Dept. of Trade and Industry sells chemical weapons
indiscriminately to anyone with or without a treaty
supports such speculations. Either the DTI is rather
naïve in worldly matters or they show a total lack
of responsibility and good sense. The treaties and
agreements signed between nations tend in time to
be ignored, modified or corrected especially by the
Western superpowers like the U.S. and England.]
WATCH OUT KOFI ANNAN:
WASHINGTON’S NEW WITCH HUNT
By Ian Williams, Foreign Policy In Focus, 06/07/02
At one time many of us were worried that the U.S.
would pull out of the UN and other international
organizations in a fit of isolationism. As it happens,
almost as frightening is an equally xenophobic American
determination to stay in and hack them to our own image
under the war cry of “Do as we say, not do as we do.”
The administration wants the world to realize:
America is the only Superpower and its decisions
on the rules are final. Watch out, Kofi Annan.
Leading the charge for the U.S. supremacist activists
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is John Bolton, whom the Senate confirmed as Under
Secretary of State for Disarmament and International
Security last year. In sending Bolton’s nomination to the
Senate and imposing this right-wing ideologue on the
State Department, President Bush signaled the direction
of his foreign policy, namely that the U.S. doesn’t intend
to exercise global leadership or participate in global
partnerships. Instead, we intend to do our own thing
notwithstanding what anybody else thinks about it.
In 1999 Mr. Bolton himself had attacked “Kofi
Annan’s UN Power Grab”, which he alleged was based
on trying to establish the supremacy of UN forces. But
why should reactionary bluster from an obscure State
Department appointee signal any real threat? As events
over the past few months have made clear, Bolton and
other right-wing ideologues in the administration are
methodically pursuing an agenda aimed at undermining
multilateralism as a principle for managing global affairs.
At first glance, it may seem that Bolton’s
unprecedented unsigning of the agreement establishing
the International Criminal Court is the ultimate in
challenges to our allies and to any hopes of a
multilateral order based on law and consensus.
However, withdrawal from an international body may
not be the worst thing the administration can do to it.
Indeed, once it became plain that the U.S. was
pulling out of the ICC, the rest of the world rushed to
ratify the treaty with unprecedented speed to ensure the
Court’s organizational and financial security.
Under the Bush administration, it is becoming
increasingly evident that the U.S. can cause more
damage to multilateral organizations by staying in them
and shaping them to its ends. We have ample
demonstration of this strategy in the successful lobbying
by the U.S. to oust Mary Robinson as UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights, its removal of
Robert Watson as head of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, and most ominously of all,
the ouster of Jose Bustani as head of the Organization
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.
Just before he was dismissed. Bustani eloquently
warned: “By dismissing me, an international precedent
will have been established whereby any duly elected head
of any international organization would at any point
during his or her tenure remain vulnerable to the whims
of one or a few major contributors. They would be in
a position to remove any Director General, or Secretary
General, from office at any point in time.”
It is not only personnel decisions that can be
perverted. For example, in April the U.S. was moving
resolutions in the Security Council, while actually
allowing and indeed encouraging Israel to thwart their
content, thus undermining the credibility of the United
Nations, and indeed of American diplomacy. This
duplicity is, of course, in line with what Bolton himself
describes as the Bush doctrine. The U.S. should
recognize obligations only when it’s in our interest.
Indeed, in part as a result of those resolutions,
rumblings from the new Christian Right/Likud Axis
suggest that the next in the frame for firing may be
Peter Hansen, the director of UNRWA, for his
temerity in describing the effects of Israeli military
incursions on the Palestinian refugees under his care.
There have already been congressional hearings on
scurrilous allegations against the refugee
organization threatening the U.S. contribution of
$90 million. Similarly Kofi Annan has now been
scapegoated in right-wing circles for saying what
the rest of the world thinks about the American
go-it-alone approach to international engagement.
Washington is waging more than a war on

terrorism. We are also seeing an international witch-hunt
targeting international officials whose devotion to duty
and multilateralism make them targets of U.S. wrath.
[JR: Once you allow the bully on the block to
intimidate and dominate you it is difficult to rein in
his bad behavior. If Kofi Annan wants to retain his
lofty position as head of the UN, he will have to play
the game with the new rules as written by the U.S.
Game-masters. You can call the new rules the
Bush Doctrine but it really is the Zionists’ plan for
the control of world affairs. The U.S. and Israel are
mirror images of each other. We have been
assimilated so that there is no difference between
our government and the one the Zionists control in
Israel. The U.S. has become selfish, intractable,
greedy, mistrustful, demanding, deceitful and
uncooperative in our dealings with the rest of the
world. The Zionist infiltrators have taken over and
have turned the U.S. into enforcers with the
cooperation of our President and our Knesset/
Congress. The U.S. now has the dubious distinction
of being the number-one target for every country
we have had relations with in the past decade. Our
leaders have gotten us into this mess—and it’s
time we stop giving them our support.]
CANADA ‘ALL BUT UNDEFENDED’
By Chris Wattie, National Post—CA, 06/11/02
Canada’s military has withered so thoroughly the
country is practically defenceless, according to a study
released yesterday by the C.D. Howe Institute.
“Whether Canadians realize it or not, Canada is now
all but undefended at a time of danger,” Dr. Jack
Granatstein writes for the institute.
Dr. Granatstein is a noted York University
historian and chairman of the Council for Canadian
Security in the 21st Century, a non-partisan group
based in Calgary that advocates a greater
government emphasis on defence.
However, Dr. Granatstein argues that the real
threat posed by the deterioration of Canada’s
army, navy and air force is not from foreign
invaders or terrorists, but from the United States.
He said Canada’s military impotence threatens
Canadian sovereignty because it invites the U.S. to take
steps to defend itself against terrorist attacks, even to
the point of sending troops onto Canadian soil.
“Although terrorism poses a real threat, it is not
the most serious crisis,” he wrote. “The danger
lies in wearing blinkers about the United States at
a time it is in a vengeful, anxious mood.”
“The Chrétien government seems either
oblivious to the danger or else it has given up.”
Dr. Granatstein said it is even possible—if Canada
does not co-operate with Washington’s continental
security plans—that the Americans could seal the
Canada-U.S. border and deploy their armed forces in
our territory if they felt it necessary.
“The United States is deadly serious about
homeland defence, and only utterly foolish
Canadians can ignore this concern,” he wrote.
“The Americans will act—alone if necessary.”…
Dr. Granatstein writes in his study that Canada must
address U.S. defence initiatives such as the missile
defence shield or the proposed Northern Command if it
wishes to have some say in continental defence matters.
To do that, he says the Canadian Forces must
be rebuilt.
“Canadians thus have the choice of standing
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back and allowing the Americans to plan for the
protection of Canadian territory or of participating
in the decisions,” he writes.
“Do we want some consultation or none on
matters that concern Canada’s security every bit
as much as the United States’?”
“A weak Canadian military means that we must
rely on the United States for homeland defence and
defence against external threats ... If Canada
maintains a credible military, we will have a voice and
options that weakness cannot provide.”…
The study calls for a cash infusion of $2.5-billion in
addition to the $12-billion now spent on defence, and
another $10-billion for at least the next five years.…
A report for the Conference of Defence
Associations last month concluded the Canadian
Forces are 15 years away from “mass extinction”
as a capable fighting force unless the government
invests billions in new equipment.…
And last week, the Liberal-dominated Commons
defence committee said the Canadian Forces are
critically underfunded and need an $18-billion infusion in
order to avoid massive troop burnout.
[JR: It would appear that the Canadian government
plans to allow its military to play a secondary role
in its defense. If this were not a probability, why
has the U.S. included Canada as part of our
Northern Defense System if there were no
understanding or agreement between Pres. Chrétien
and the Bush administration? The fact that a U.S.
invasion of Canada is being mentioned as a
possibility, shows that Canadians are becoming
concerned about their own vulnerability as nextdoor neighbors. How Canadians would feel about an
American presence in their homeland has not been
considered or addressed in this article. The U.S. has
adopted a policy of invading other countries to
protect our homeland from threats planned or
imagined. Does our U.S. Homeland Defense make
us invaders, conquers, or peacekeepers?]
U.S. SEEKS TO EASE
DUTCH FEARS OVER COURT
Washington Post, 06/13/02
AMSTERDAM (Reuters)—U.S. officials today
sought to allay concerns among Dutch politicians
after the Senate approved a measure authorizing use
of force if a U.S. citizen is held by the International
Criminal Court in The Hague.
Some Dutch politicians reacted with dismay at the
Senate’s action to authorize the president to use “all
means necessary” on behalf of U.S. detainees.
But the U.S. Embassy in The Hague said in a
statement that officials could not imagine such a
situation.
“Obviously, we cannot envisage
circumstances under which the United States would
need to resort to military action against the
Netherlands or another ally,” the statement said.
In case a matter of controversy develops with
the court’s host country, the issue would be
resolved in a constructive manner, it said.
The United States in May declined any
obligation to cooperate with the court when it
comes into force July 1.
Several members of the Dutch parliament expressed
concern over the Senate’s approval on Friday of the socalled American Servicemembers’ Protection Act.
“It will probably not get to the point where the
U.S. will actually invade the Netherlands, but it is
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serious in the way that it is a warning the U.S.
under no circumstances wants a trial of U.S.
citizens” at the court, said Tom van der Lee, a
spokesman for the Green Left party.
Maxime Verhagen, a Christian Democrat
member of parliament, said it was the Netherlands’
responsibility to protect the court, adding that the
message from the Senate was worrisome.
[JR: The Senate approval of the American
Servicemembers Protection Act is to insure that
our military will be protected while serving to
promote U.S. interests overseas. This also insures
our ability to use lethal force against our enemies
or the countries that question our policies or who
are unresponsive to our demands. The U.S. would
not hesitate to attack the Netherlands should they
attempt to hold any Americans for trial in the
World Court. The Zionists are now in control of
the U.S. and run our country just like they do Israel.
Many Americans are beginning to sense that our
government no longer answers to its people and that
we have lost the esteem and respect the world once
held for us. We stand for nothing of value and are
a cheap imitation of what we once were. For the
majority who haven’t noticed or don’t care, they
have a government they deserve. For CONTACT
readers and all those who spend their time, energy
and meager resources to make a difference, they
do deserve better in these chaotic times.]
KFOR’S VEHICLE INSPECTION PROTOTYPE
IS TESTED
By Gregory Piatt, Stars & Stripes, 06/13/02
FERIZAJ, Kosovo—Traffic backed up on the
main road that runs north and south through
Kosovo on Tuesday as U.S. and other KFOR
peacekeepers pulled over semi-tractor trailers and
other vehicles just outside the town.
Dogs searched the vehicles for drugs and
explosives, soldiers with metal detection wands checked
out the drivers, and a golf cart and a Humvee, each
with strange gear on the back, stood by.
Signs on the roadway read: “Danger Radiation.”
Had peacekeepers found a dirty bomb?
No. U.S. military policemen from the 630th MP
Company were testing a prototype of the Military
Mobile Vehicle and Cargo Inspection System.
“We are scanning for contraband and
weapons,” Staff Sgt. Gene Woodcock said of the
mobile X-ray system he was operating.
The mobile X-ray machine, the first used anywhere,
was put into action during a Kosovo Force operation
called Iron Fist V. The five-day operation demonstrated
KFOR’s ability to move troops from one sector to
another and to quickly disrupt possible criminal activity,
said KFOR’s commander, French Lt. Gen. Marcel
Valentin, at a news conference on Tuesday.
“This town is a crossroads where criminals
pass through,” Valentin said in explaining why the
road checks were set up outside Ferizaj.
The Army has wanted something like this $1.3
million machine built by Science Application International
Corp. since the company’s field engineer, Frank Arriola,
served as a U.S. peacekeeper in Kosovo last fall.
Arriola’s company built it to Army specifications.
X-rays shot from the equipment on the cart pass
through the vehicle and are picked up by the
equipment on the Humvee. A soldier in the Humvee
watches a monitor and can see what is in the truck

and in any hidden compartments, Arriola said.
“It takes a while to find out what the images
are [on the screen],” said Woodcock, one of eight
MPs in Kosovo trained on the equipment.
The soldiers aren’t exposed to the radiation
because of safeguards that shut off the rays if
they get too close to the Humvee driver. And the
radiation is low dose, lower than “flying at 30,000
feet for 15 minutes,” Arriola said.…
[JR: Perhaps this new mobile X-ray system could
be used to check all the NAFTA trucks now freely
passing across our unsecured U.S. borders. This
technology could also be utilized for domestic
surveillance and monitoring of our interstate road
system for security and control purposes much like
at our airports. Why do we need a mobile system
when we have a spy-in-the-sky satellite system that
can zero in and track anything above as well as
below ground? Also we have the unmanned
airborne drones that were used so successfully in
Afghanistan in hunting down our enemies. This
system is not cheap at $1.3 million. Someone at
the Science Application System must have close
connections with the government and now stands to
make billions at the very least. It is the one who
carries the briefcases that gains and profits during
a war and not the one that carries the gun.]
RISING ANGER
BOOSTS ARGENTINE LEGISLATOR
By Hector Tobar, Los Angeles Times, 06/16/02
BUENOS AIRES—For months, the news here has
been dominated by a recurring image: the harried
faces of Argentine officials explaining again and again
what their country must do to please the technocrats
at the International Monetary Fund, seemingly the
only force capable of rescuing this troubled nation
from economic catastrophe.
As the country sullenly waits with cap in hand
for an IMF bailout, many Argentines are looking
for another kind of savior. And they think they’ve
found one in a chain-smoking single mother who
promises to restore Argentina’s wounded honor.
“It’s embarrassing to see our government officials
in Washington, getting on their knees and acting
submissive,” said Elisa “Lilita” Carrio, a member of
Congress from Argentina’s impoverished north and the
leader in recent polls. “A country with even a minimum
amount of dignity cannot allow this.”
Carrio’s quick rise from backwater lawmaker to
presidential front-runner is a measure of the growing
anger toward the IMF, the Bush administration and the
Argentine political elite—three forces that Carrio is
famous for skewering with wit and eloquence.
In a country where few establishment
politicians can step out in public without being
booed or worse, Carrio is happy to accept the
mantle of outsider. She revels in being a “fat
woman” and “a provincial who never shuts up”.
And unlike the current president, Carrio says, she
would never kowtow to the United States.
With Argentina’s banking system in ruins and a
quarter of the workforce unemployed, the
government of President Eduardo Duhalde has been
trying since January to secure an emergency loan
from IMF officials. Those Washington-based
administrators, echoing the policies of the Bush
administration, are demanding sharp budget cuts and
key legal reforms in exchange for bailout funding.
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When the Argentine Senate debated one of the
reforms demanded by the fund last month, several
legislators wondered aloud who was really running
the country: Duhalde or Anne Krueger, a top IMF
official whose comments on the Argentine crisis are
a fixture in the media here.
The IMF, among other things, was demanding
that Argentina revoke the Law of Economic
Subversion, which is being used to prosecute bankers
charged with spiriting money out of the country as
the financial system collapsed last year.
IMF officials have said that such prosecutions
are politically motivated and chill the investment
climate. But many Argentines see the IMF’s
insistence on repealing the law as an attempt to
help its friends in the banking community,
including a handful of jailed executives.
The Senate eventually overturned the law by a single vote.
Carrio has said she would reinstate the law because
the IMF had “coerced” Congress into revoking it.
In the most recent polls here, Carrio is far
ahead of the candidates of the Peronist party. A
Marxist activist, Ruben Zamora, isn’t far behind in
second place. Zamora has called on Argentina to
break off all negotiations with the IMF.
Most observers anticipate a presidential
election sometime this year.
Dismissed by many as an annoying gadfly just a
few months ago, the 45-year-old Carrio is gaining
support in the tense, increasingly nationalistic climate.
She is the politician most closely identified with the
argument that Argentina’s economic crash was caused
by corrupt politicians and businessmen.
“This country has to choose between truth or lies,
between justice and impunity, between the hard way or
the easy way,” says Carrio, who led a congressional
committee that investigated money laundering by
Argentina’s business elite. “We have to choose whether
it’s worth fighting for this country.”
[JR: What a prickly predicament the Carrio’s
candidacy presents for the U.S./IMF ghouls who
want to hurry along the death throes of Argentina’s
economy so they can finish stealing what is left.
You can bet that the IMF’s enforcer Krueger is
manipulating the government to make sure it’s
impossible for Duhalde to succeed with his reforms
to free the country from the stranglehold its corrupt
leaders and bankers have put around its neck. The
IMF’s success in repealing the Law of Economic
Subversion shows how much they fear the risk of
disclosure as to their participation in bringing about
the economic collapse and downfall of Argentina. If
the men now in power are not up to the task of
clearing out the garbage and cleaning up the
corruption, then perhaps Carrio is the only candidate
who is up to the grimy task. There is nothing more
satisfying than a clean and orderly house.]
PLUTONIUM SHIPMENTS
HEADING TO S. CAROLINA
By Jacob Jordan, NewsDay, 06/14/02
AIKEN, S.C. (AP)—A federal judge on Thursday
denied the governor’s request to block shipments
of weapons-grade plutonium, which could begin
arriving in South Carolina this weekend.
Gov. Jim Hodges has threatened to have state
troopers set up road blockades into the Savannah
River Site nuclear weapons complex. He also said
he would lie down in the road if necessary to
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stop the plutonium-carrying trucks.
Attorney William Want, representing Hodges,
said an appeal was likely.
The U.S. Department of Energy has said it
intends to begin shipping plutonium as early as
Saturday from its Rocky Flats weapons installation
in Colorado to the Savannah River Site, where the
material would be converted into fuel for nuclear
reactors over the next two decades.
Hodges sued to prevent the shipments for fear
the government would not find the money to
convert the plutonium, leaving the unprocessed
radioactive material in South Carolina. He warned
that the plutonium would “paint a bull’s-eye on
South Carolina” in making it a terrorist target.
The state argued Thursday that the Energy
Department failed to complete environmental impact
statements—a process that can take years—and backed
out of signing an agreement that the plutonium would be
stored in the state only temporarily.
“We don’t know the most basic thing about
what they’re planning to do,” Want told U.S.
District Judge Cameron Currie.
However, the judge ruled that the state had not
provided enough proof of violations to stop the
plutonium from being shipped.
Energy Department Secretary Spencer Abraham
said the decision allowed for the shipments of about
6.5 tons of plutonium to move forward.
After the ruling, Hodges dodged questions about
lying down in front of the shipments. His spokesman,
Morton Brilliant, later said the governor is considering all
options, including issuing an executive order effectively
closing state roads to plutonium shipments.
Rep. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) said the ruling
was sound and that Hodges should work with the
state’s congressional delegation on legislation
addressing the issue.
“It is time for the governor to work with the
delegation in a constructive manner,” he said.
The plutonium had been set to begin arriving May
15, but the first shipment was postponed after the
governor sued the Energy Department on May 1.
The agency argued that Hodges’ attempts to
block the shipments were unconstitutional and
were preventing the federal government from
cleaning up and closing Rocky Flats.
An Energy Department employee from Rocky
Flats told the judge that 600 cans of the material
were ready for transport.
While at the Savannah River Site, employee
Allen Gunter said that two facilities are under
construction to stabilize and package the
plutonium. He said one should be operational by
May 2003 and the second six months later.…
However, federal officials said the nuclear
material would be under constant guard, with the
shipment routes and arrival times kept secret.
[JR: The trend is for federal judges to make rulings
that support the federal government’s right to
override and supercede state laws. These decisions
are arbitrary and are based on biased assumptions
favoring the government’s position on state issues.
Maybe South Carolina didn’t provide adequate proof
of violations to satisfy Judge Currie. The judge in
his ruling failed in his duty to address the state’s
concerns about the plutonium being a possible
security risk for the citizens of South Carolina. The
fact that the facilities to house this hazardous
material won’t be completed until next year should
have weighed heavily in the judge’s decision to rule

against the state. The Energy Dept. has no right
nor the authority to charge Gov. Hodges with
actions that violate the Constitution. Gov. Hodges
is exercising the rights of the state of South
Carolina to protest in order to protect its rights and
its citizens as guaranteed by the 10th Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution. The Energy Dept. as well as
our Congress needs to review our Constitution to
know the limits of their powers.]
MAYORS PANEL RAISES CONCERNS
ON NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
NewsDay.com, 06/16/02
MADISON, Wisconsin (AP)—A committee of
mayors voted Saturday to oppose transporting
high-level nuclear waste to a national repository
unless federal officials can guarantee the safety of
all cities along proposed routes.
The resolution, adopted on a unanimous voice
vote, stopped short of opposing the creation of a
nuclear waste repository in Nevada’s Yucca
Mountain. Three Western mayors had urged their
counterparts earlier in the day to oppose the
repository, saying that shipping radioactive waste
to the site would threaten the entire country.
Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman said an
earthquake Friday centered 12.5 miles from the
proposed site at Yucca Mountain reinforced his concern
that the site was unsafe for storing nuclear waste.
“That’s our problem,” Goodman told the U.S.
Conference of Mayors. “The nation, however, has
a problem with transportation.”
Goodman, Salt Lake City Mayor Ross Anderson and
Reno Mayor Jeff Griffin said the government had not
done enough to study the risks posed by shipping
nuclear waste to the proposed site by highway or rail.
The federal plan would bury 77,000 tons of
nuclear waste in tunnels inside Yucca Mountain,
where it would remain radioactive for more than
10,000 years. The House already has approved the
plan; the Senate has to vote on it by July 26.
The conference energy committee’s resolution calls
on Congress to prohibit moving the nuclear waste until
cities along its route have adequate funding, training and
equipment in the event of an accident.
The conference, which drew about 250
mayors, includes meetings on issues ranging from
affordable housing to the environment.
The mayors also approved a resolution urging
Washington to distribute homeland security block
grants directly to cities and counties. President
Bush has proposed sending about $3.5 billion in
such grants to states, with three-fourths of it
targeted for local governments.
“There should be no middlemen. It should go
directly to the cities,” said Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino, a Democrat who is president of the group.
Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy
Thompson told the mayors that distributing money
through the states was the quickest way.
“If we had to do this with all of the cities, we
probably wouldn’t have been able to do it,” said
Thompson, who was governor of Wisconsin for
14 years.
A survey of 122 mayors found that threefourths were concerned about the threat of a
chemical or biological attack, and almost four out
of five said they had inadequate funding to detect
threats. Three out of four said they do not have
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enough money for emergency response equipment
or programs to protect city infrastructure.
[JR: The consensus of these mayors was that
transportation concerns must be addressed before
nuclear waste is transported to the new repository
at Yucca Mountain. Of course few opposed the
Federal government’s plan and none are
independent enough from federal subsidies to
outright refuse to permit this dangerous nuclear
waste from passing through their cities and
placing their citizens in danger. They did
however agree to put pressure on Washington to
provide the funding to the cities to prepare for
such emergencies. It is always politically safe to
run to Washington for funding instead of
allocating the money from local taxes. The
reason the Federal government is allowed to
dictate to local governments is the fact that each
state, county and city is so dependent on funding
from Washington that they fear the consequences
should they ever say no. You either do what the
Federal government says or face major reductions
in funding, so forget about “states rights”. It’s
as simple as that. Accepting Federal funding for
every little project places every local government
in the union on Federal welfare and no longer
autonomous, or sovereign. Think about it!]
TERROR WAR AND MORE
RAISE QUESTIONS ABOUT WHETHER
GOVERNMENT IS TESTING,
EVEN OVERSTEPPING LEGAL LIMITS
By Nancy Benac, Boston Globe, 6/15/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—Select any moment in
American history and you can find agitation about the
meaning of the Constitution. Right now, though, the
pondering, probing and hand-wringing have reached
something of a constitutional clamor.
Secret detentions, wiretaps on lawyers’
conversations with clients, military tribunals, monitoring
of ordinary Americans. Each day seems to bring new
worries about this or that constitutional freedom being
infringed, a concern shared in some cases by judges
who have blocked the government’s course.
American Jose Padilla, suspected of intending to
explode a radioactive dirty bomb, is being held
indefinitely in the United States as an “enemy
combatant”, charged with nothing.
Another
American-born suspect, captured in Afghanistan, is
held stateside in similar circumstances. …
What’s going on here? Is the Constitution under
assault? Is the Bill of Rights under siege? Or is this
just the normal give-and-take of a society that is always
redefining its relationship with government?
Civil libertarians say the Bush administration
has proposed and imposed a whole series of
measures that threaten constitutional rights.
“The Constitution is always at risk in times of crisis,
and our history has taught us that there is a tendency
to overreach on security, and then with hindsight to
regret what we have done,” said Steven Shapiro, legal
director for the American Civil Liberties Union.
They say the get-tough mindset was there
before Sept. 11 and that the terror attacks have
emboldened the administration to push for things it
would not have dared to try previously. …
“There are a series of unresolved issues, but the
president and the attorney general have not come
close to attacking the Constitution,” said Cass
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Sunstein, a liberal University of Chicago law professor.
“It’s more accurate to say we have new legal issues
where people are not sure how to think.”…
Ordinary Americans seem willing to surrender some
civil liberties if they think that will make them more
secure, surveys find. But they think the loss of liberty
will infringe on somebody else’s rights not theirs, says
Michael Traugott, a research scientist at the University
of Michigan’s Center for Political Studies.
“They think they won’t be affected, and implicitly,
they think it’s relatively short term: ‘The Constitution
is not going away; we’re just not going to pay
attention to some parts of it for a little while.’”
That is a dangerous attitude, in the view of Yale
University law professor Jack Balkin. He says
Americans need to speak out as the first line of
defense for their personal freedoms.
In wartime, courts tend to give the president
leeway. But this time, a few court rulings already
have gone against the administration, a display of
judicial backbone surprising to Balkin.
In Michigan and New Jersey, federal district
judges have ruled against the government on keeping
deportation hearings secret, although a New Jersey
state appeals court said last week the government
could not be forced to release names of detainees.
In Virginia, a federal judge ordered the
government to let an American-born prisoner captured
in Afghanistan meet privately with an attorney.
In the latter case, the government had contended that
as a captured combatant, Yaser Esam Hamdi can be held
indefinitely and is not entitled to a lawyer because he
has not been charged with anything.
“That sounds idiotic, doesn’t it?” asked U.S.
District Judge Robert G. Doumar. His ruling is
under appeal.
A similar challenge is forming over Padilla, arrested
upon his arrival in the United States.
“My client is a citizen,” said attorney Donna R.
Newman, objecting to his transfer to the twilight zone
of military detention. “He still has constitutional rights
the right to counsel, the right to be charged by a grand
jury. ... And they have not charged him.”…
Constitutional protections are constantly measured
for their fit with new issues and the prevailing philosophy
in Washington. A few recent examples:
Last month, the Supreme Court partially upheld
a federal law meant to keep Internet pornography
from children, but it kept alive a fight over
whether the measure was an unconstitutional
intrusion on free speech.
New restrictions on campaign contributions
and spending, reluctantly signed into law by Bush,
are being challenged on free speech grounds by
Democrats and Republicans alike.
The Bush administration last month reversed a
decades-old Justice Department policy by arguing
to the Supreme Court that the Second Amendment
protects an individual’s right, rather than a
collective right, to possess firearms.
Beyond questions about what is in the Constitution,
there is constant pressure to change it.
Nearly two dozen proposed constitutional
amendments were introduced in just the first 20 days of
the current congressional session. Bush has endorsed
one that would guarantee rights to crime victims.
But only 17 amendments have been approved
over more than 200 years.
The last one, about pay raises for members of
Congress, was ratified in 1992. It was first
proposed in 1789.

WHERE IS JOHN GALT?
By John Bottoms, strike-the-root.com, 06/13/02
… now that we really need him? In her brilliantly
prophetic 1957 novel Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand
portrayed a hero who vows to “stop the motor of the
world”, calling on America’s most productive men to go
on strike against an entrenched parasitical power Elite
and their myriad hangers-on. This important work of
classic science fiction envisioned a future or alternate
reality in which a morally bankrupt America is
suffering through the final stages of collapse. In the
book, business, industry, science and the arts have
been co-opted by the growing fascist state apparatus,
and the deepening “national emergency” is used to
justify ever more government control over people’s
lives, which inevitably exacerbates the crisis. At the
intellectual heart of the corruption is the philosophy
of collectivism. Sound familiar?
Unfortunately, military adventurism was not included,
probably because Rand wanted to concentrate on
events at home. But other than that, America today
is to a shocking degree spiritually, economically and
politically (but not culturally) similar to Rand’s
portrait of a great society in decline. While the
novel’s fictional Americans manifest their anxiety and
resignation by rhetorically asking, “Who is John
Galt?” Today we just wait for the next “inevitable”
attack. The American people wear a shallow patriotism
like bad face paint to hide their knowledge of the
government’s lies and the nature of their society.
Industry is increasingly dedicated to making
weapons of war and otherwise dependent on government
contracts, subsidies and bailouts. High tech companies
writing database software for the government, and
especially Oracle’s Larry “Your Papers Please” Ellison,
come to mind. Corporate top brass with close ties to
government use accounting tricks to enhance the shortterm bottom line at the expense of the long-term health
of the company, its employees and shareholders, cashing
out and moving on before the damage is revealed. Dick
Cheney’s Halliburton and of course Enron are at the top
of the list. The airlines, energy companies, corporate
farms and steel companies are increasingly subsidized
and controlled by government, while schooling is being
effectively nationalized by the Department of Education.
Scientists, sequestered in the black world of secret
programs, are dedicated to developing new weapons
of mass destruction, the existence of which will only
become public when they’re trotted out for the next
war or civil insurrection. As in the novel, Europe’s
decades of socialism have made them economically
weak and politically irrelevant.
The recession which followed the collapse of the
high-tech stock bubble refuses to subside, and may
worsen as the long-term effects of the government’s
inflationary police/welfare/warfare state settle in. Some
economists are predicting a flight from the dollar over
the next few years, accompanied by a spiral into an
Argentina-like financial collapse. Time will tell.
Like all fictional heroes, John Galt is a distillation of
the heroic potential in each of us. While Galt actively
organized the strike of “the men of the mind”, many
other characters just quit their jobs and effectively
divorced themselves from a society that treated them as
slaves. Is this happening today? The media tell us that
fewer people are flying commercial airlines due to the
weak economy and concerns over terrorism, but clearly
some of the thousands of people who choose to drive
long distances or just stay home are really “on strike”
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against the subsidized airlines, unreliable service, and
demeaning treatment they’ll receive from both airline
employees and federalized security guards. Families who
homeschool their children are on strike against the
government’s youth drug-and-propaganda camps.
Americans who grow, sell or trade marijuana as medicine or
for recreation are on strike against the government’s
discredited drug war. And how many people out there have
simply chosen to retire early or work fewer hours or not as
hard, simply because they no longer care to support a
nation dedicated to death, destruction and despotism.
It’s not hard to envision “Dubya” Bush as Mr.
Thompson, Head of the State, deluding himself that his
latest power grab will get us (and him) out of the mess
which he and his predecessors caused by decades of
irresponsible and shortsighted actions. “But can we get
away with it?” Mr. Thompson nervously queries his fellow
thugs before rolling out some particularly outrageous new
set of regulations, while our president organizes secret
meetings in bunker-offices under the White House to
design the new Department of Homeland Security.
Even terrorism is introduced in the novel. One of the
chief strikers is the infamous pirate Ragnar Danneskjöld, who
steals from the government and destroys their tax-funded
creations. Like real-world terrorists, Ragnar uses violence
to change the political climate, but unlike our brutal real
world, he’s careful not to hurt anyone.
Predictably, upon its initial release, the book was
received by the press with universal derision. Reviewers
were unable to see beyond the book’s limited character
development and unfortunate preachiness to a wonderfully
drawn apocalyptic dystopia more powerful and insightful
than Orwell’s famous 1984. But the book quickly became
a bestseller, and can still be found on the shelves of most
bookstores 45 years later. While the rustbelt industrial
setting, as well as the sexual morality and limited cultural
diversity of the characters is very 50s (and very Rand), the
heart of the story shines through as an unheeded warning
from the past, and a roadmap to a better future.
Where is John Galt? Maybe he’s right here, on
the Internet, in the hearts and souls and minds of the
thousands of writers, editors, publishers and, of
course, readers of pro-freedom Websites.
[JR: John Galt is most assuredly in the hearts, souls and
minds of our dedicated CONTACT readers.]
THE 911 GERMAN INTELLIGENCE REPORT
(FULL ENGLISH TEXT)
Internet Exclusive, 6/15/02
[Translation of BND Report on September 11, 2001]
TOP SECRET
Background Report on 9/11/2001
On Monday, August 6, 2001, at 17:50, [German]
Ambassador Ischinger personally notified the President of
the United States that information developed by the
Bundesamt fur Verfassungsschutz [German domestic secret
service] as well as the BND [Bundesnachreichtendienst,
German foreign secret service] indicated that an attack
by a radical Arab group partially based in Germany was
to occur on 10-11 September 2001. The President was
at that time in residence at his farm in Texas. Our [the
German’s] Ambassador was acting in direct response to
instructions from Foreign Minister Fischer.
This information was developed from official
surveillance of Arab extremist groups operating in the
Federal Republic as well as from intercepted communications
between the Embassy of Israel and the Israeli Foreign
Ministry in Tel Aviv concerning this matter.
The information was “gratefully received” by the
U.S. President who stated at the time that he was also
aware of the same pending assaults.
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Subsequent to the attack, the office of the U.S.
President, through the U.S. Department of State, made an
urgent request to the government of the Federal Republic
of Germany that no reference whatsoever should be made
to the official warnings given by Ambassador Ischinger.
In order to clarify the background of this matter,
this Gesamtubersicht [overall survey] of the events
leading to the assault was prepared, basing on
extracts of reports from our [BND’s] foreign stations.
Overall, it is evident that the American authorities
were aware of the pending attacks. Why they did
nothing, is explained in the following.
Background: General Overview
Because of the Bush family’s involvement in oil
(Zapata Oil Company), many important and wealthy
individuals and corporations with oil interests
financially supported the Bush political career.
Today, the Bush administration is therefore strongly
influenced by major American business groups.
The candidate for American Vice President,
Richard “Dick” Cheney, had been the Chief Director
of the Halliburton Company. This company, based in
Dallas, Texas, where Bush was Governor, is the
largest oil service company in the world.
Between 1991 and 1997, such important American oil
companies as Texaco, Unocal, Shell, BP Amoco, Chevron
and Exxon-Mobil became involved with the former Soviet
state of Kazakhstan who holds enormous oil reserves. The
government of Kazakhstan was eventually paid over $3
millions of corporate money to allow these companies to
secure oil rights. At the same time, these companies agreed
further to give the sums of $35 billion in investments in plant
and equipment to the Kazakhstan projects. A confidential
project report of said U.S. firms announced that the gas and
oil reserves in Kazaqkhstan would amount to $4 trillion.
The United States is not self-sufficient in oil and 50%
of their supply is imported from various foreign sources.
Some 80% of oil imported to the U.S. comes from
OPEC Countries, the Arabian oil cartel. Because of
the unconditional support by American political
leaders of the state of Israel, these Arab governments
have a very strained relationship with the U.S.A.
A further small percentage of oil imported to the U.S.
comes from Venezuela. Just recently, the U.S. government
has been attempting to overthrow the government of
Chavez with the help of the CIA and replace it with a
government “more sympathetic to American oil needs”.
A position paper prepared by the office of the laterVice President Cheney states that the Kazakhstan oil
reserves would be “more than sufficient to supply
U.S. needs for at least a decade” and would further
“reduce American dependence on OPEC.”
Unocal Oil Company signed an agreement with the
reigning Taliban forces as well as their opponents, the
Northern Alliance, in order to permit an oil pipeline to be built
through Afghanistan direct through Pakistan to the Indian
Ocean. By this, the exorbitant rates charged by the Russians
to use their pipelines would be avoided. Unocal then opened
official offices in Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan and
Kazakhstan to facilitate the construction of this oil pipeline.
In December of 1997, official Taliban representatives
were in the United States to attend a conference at Unocal
headquarters in Texas to discuss the Afghanistan pipeline.
These talks failed because the Taliban made what
Unocal felt were excessive financial demands.
In 1998, internal strife in Afghanistan and inherent
instability in Pakistan reached such levels as to render
the pipeline project impossible to execute. In the same
year, the Houston, Texas based firm of Enron suggested
instead to build a $3 billion oil pipeline parallel to the
Russian pipelines, running westwards rather than taking
the shorter but more problematic route south.
In a secret memorandum by Cheney, it is stated that

the Unocal company was prepared to finance the southern
route. According to this, this project would take five years
to complete and its annual revenues from the successful
completion of this pipeline would approximate $2 billion.
However, and this had been the subject of a number of
secret American reports, the only thing standing in the way
of the construction of the pipeline was the basic opposition
of the Afghanistan government and its political supporters.
On May 8, 2001, the U.S. Department of State, in
the name of Secretary of State Powell, gave 43 million
U.S. Dollars to the Taliban in order to facilitate their
cooperation in the pipeline project.
On June 10, 2001, the BND warned the CIA office in the U.S.
Embassy to the Federal Republic [of Germany] that certain Arab
terrorists were planning to seize American commercial aircraft for
use as weapons of destruction against significant American
symbols. This was considered a general warning only.
The Federal Republic’s warning of August 6, however, was
specific as to date, time and places of the attacks.
On July 11, 2001, in Berlin, U.S. officials: Thomas Simmons,
a former American Ambassador to Pakistan, Lee Coldren, State
Department expert on Asian matters, and Karl Inderfurth,
Assistant Secretary of State for Asian matters met with
Russian and Pakistani intelligence officers. At this meeting,
which was under surveillance, it was stated by the Americans
that the United States planned to launch military strikes
against Afghanistan in October of that year. The purpose of
these strikes was to topple the Afghanistan government and
the Taliban in order to replace it with a government
“more sensitive to the needs of American oil interests”.
In mid-August 2001, President of the Russian
Federation, Putin ordered that the American authorities be
warned of pending attacks on government buildings inside
the United States. This warning was conveyed to the U.S.
Ambassador in Moscow and via the Russian Ambassadors
office directly to the U.S. President.
On August 20, the Government of France, through the
American Embassy in Paris and their Embassy in
Washington, issued a more specific warning. This warning
specified the exact date, time and places of the attacks.
On September 11, President Bush and top aides
flew to the state of Florida so that the President
could speak with children in a kindergarten. Also at
that time, Vice President Cheney absented himself
from Washington and went to the safety of the
Presidential compound in the mountains of Maryland.
It was noted in Washington that Cheney remained
sequestered in Maryland for some time and only appeared
in public surrounded by heavy security.
The role of the Israeli Mossad in the terrorist attacks
Note: The following two sections are considered to be
extremely sensitive due to the special relationship between
the Federal Republic [of Germany] and its Jewish citizens
as well as the State of Israel. This material is
compiled from German and American sources.
During the term of President George H.W. Bush, the
government of Israel made an official, but very secret,
request to the American president. This request was to
permit agents of the Mossad, Israeli Foreign Intelligence, to
enter the United States and conduct surveillance operations
against various Arab groups residing in that country.
The stated purpose of this surveillance was to permit
Israeli early warning of terrorist plots against their country.
Permission for this surveillance was granted with the caveat
that the Mossad would have a liason with the FBI and
report any and all finding to that agency.
However, these conditions were not observed. The
Mossad not only did not inform the FBI of any of its
findings, it is known to have engaged in commerce with
several groups of Israeli criminals of Russian backgrounds.
These groups were engaged in extensive criminal activities
inside the United States, to include the smuggling of the
Ecstasy drug. Mossad agents were able to subvert
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American criminal investigations through their knowledge of
American telephone surveillance of such groups.
It is very evident from surveillance conducted against
Mossad agents in the Federal Republic as well as
interceptions of Israeli diplomatic communication from the
Federal Republic to Tel Aviv, that the Mossad has
successfully penetrated various extremist Arab groups in
both the Federal Republic and the United States.
These investigations disclosed in late May of 2001 that
an attack was to be made against certain specified targets
in the American cities of Washington and New York. But
it was apparent that the Mossad was not only fully aware
of these attacks well in advance but actually, though their
own agents inside these Arab groups, assisted in the
planning and the eventual execution of the attacks.
That the Israeli government was fully aware of these
attack is absolutely certain and proven. Diplomatic traffic
between the Israeli Embassy in the Federal Republic and the
Israeli Foreign Office made it very clear that Minister President
Sharon was fully aware of this pending attack and urgently
wished that no attempt was made to prevent the attacks.
Although the Israeli officials were instructed to
warn the American intelligence community that some
kind of an attack might be possible, at no time were
the specific dates and targets (known at that time to
Israeli officials) to be given to the Americans.
The rationale for this attitude was expressed in a
conversation on August 1, 2001, between the Israeli
Military Attache in the Federal Republic to a member of the
Israeli General Staff. There it was stated that Israel
believed an attack on the continental United States
would so inflame American public opinion that they
would permit Israel to “cleanse” their state of “Arab
terrorists and those who support such terrorists”. This
“cleansing” was explained as the expulsion of all Arabs,
and even Christian groups, from the Palestine area.
American intelligence officials have repeatedly
expressed great concern in meeting with our people that
the Israeli government, through a company called
Amdocs, was able to conduct surveillance of all
telephone communications within the United States.
It was categorically stated that this Israeli-based firm
was given the American contract with 25 of the
largest American telephone companies. This contract
was granted over the objections and concerns of the
American intelligence community.
The official reason given for this extraordinary
arrangement that permitted Israeli agencies to observe all
highly confidential investigative telephone calls was that
the United States has a “special relationship” with the State
of Israel and they had requested this.
The Israeli Political Influence in the United States
It should be noted here that the professional Israeli
lobby in America is huge in size and is considered even
by our American colleagues to be a very powerful and
entirely dominant factor in American politics.
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee is the
largest foreign lobby in Washington and fourth most powerful
lobby in the country. Other Israeli groups also include the
Anti-Defamation League (from whose national offices, along
with the Israel Trade Mission and the many Israeli Consulates,
many Mossad agents were working,) the Jewish Institute
for National Security Affairs and the Committee for
Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America.
These groups, in conjunction with Jewish-dominated
media giants like the New York Times, the Washington Post,
Newsweek Magazine, the Los Angeles Times, Time-WarnerAOL and their CNN news network, basically control the
dissemination of news in the United States.
It is therefore almost impossible for any news that
would be considered in opposition to Israeli interests to
appear before the American public, although such stories
are readily available in most European media.
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The Role of the Christian Fundamentalists
in American Politics
The so-called “Christian Right” consists of
Protestant fundamentalists, where the so-called
Pentecostals play a dominant role. This is a very fanatical
and aggressively missionary denomination that believes in
the return of a living Christ to Earth and the subsequent
elevation of its members to heavenly paradise.
In order for this appearance of Christ to occur, several
factors must be in place according to the views of this
denomination. In the first place, a number of Jews must
convert to Christianity, and, in the second, there must be
a rebuilding of the Jewish temple in Jerusalem. As the site
of this temple is now occupied by a major Islamic mosque,
it will be necessary to destroy this building.
Starting as an Episcopalian, Bush tried other
Protestant denominations before joining the
Pentecostals. Apart from U.S. President Bush and his
Attorney General John Ashcroft, other members of his
administration are members of this denomination, too,
which is the second largest Christian denomination after
the Catholic Church. As a considerable part of the
American public sentiment is strongly opposed to
religious fanatics, these facts have been kept very quiet.
Bush and his entourage are very strong
supporters of the State of Israel because of their
belief, that the founding of this nation is viewed as
another requirement for the return of Christ. For this
reason, Bush unconditionally supports any program
put forward by the Israeli government and is a
devoted follower and supporter of Sharon, the Israeli
right wing extremist Minister President.
Attorney General Ashcroft has stated in a public
sermon (he is a lay preacher of the Pentecostal church) that
Muslims are “agents of the Anti-Christ” and must be
destroyed in the so-called “Battle of Armageddon”.
According to the beliefs of fundamentalist Christians, this
battle will be fought over Israel’s existence and will lead to
the end of the world and the return of Christ.
It is generally known in Washington that Bush is
entirely guided by his religious beliefs and that he
has been attempting repeatedly to force his views
onto the American public by means of various disguised
programs, such as religious control of charities,
unconditional support of Israel, and so forth.
Summary and Outlook
The terrorist attacks on American targets were fully known
to many entities well in advance. The U.S. President was fully
informed as to the nature and exact time of these attacks.
The U.S. government in general and the U.S. President
in specific have become subservient to the wishes and
plans of the Israeli government. As these plans encompass
the removal of the Arab population of Israel and adjoining
territories, it is evident that the population of the United
States is being pushed into a situation that could easily
result in more, and terrible, attacks on their home country.
In view of this possibility, the U.S. authorities are
determined to limit any discussion of the 11
September attacks to the official version as it appears
regularly in the U.S. media.
It also appears from confidential sources that
Bush’s plan to attack Iraq is based mainly on a desire
on the part of Israel to remove Saddam Hussein. Tel
Aviv views Hussein as a real threat and has already
attacked that country before.
There is also evidence that if Hussein is toppled by
American military forces, the oil resources of Iraq would be
put under the control of a consortium of the American oil
interests that so avidly support the Bush administration.
Pullach, April 5, 2002
Libertarian Socialist News
Post Office Box 12244
Silver Spring, MD 20908
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